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1.0 Background 
 
In 2015 the State Government legislated to implement the Tasmanian Planning 
Scheme, whereby every planning scheme across the State would be consistent in policy 
and operational provisions. The component of the Tasmanian Planning Scheme 
prepared by each Council planning authority is the Local Provisions Schedule (LPS).  
 
In December 2017, the Draft Meander Valley Local Provisions Schedule (Draft LPS) was 
submitted to the Tasmanian Planning Commission (Commission) under Section 35(1) 
of the Land Use Planning & Approvals Act (LUPAA) 1993 for assessment. The Draft LPS 
was placed on public exhibition for 60 days from October to December 2018 and 41 
representations were received. In accordance with the LUPAA, Council was required to 
consider the merits of the representations and whether it considered that any 
modifications should be made to the Draft LPS as a result. Council determined that 
some modifications should be made to the Draft LPS in light of the representations 
and recommendations for those modifications were made in the report endorsed by 
Council at its meeting on 9 April 2019 and forwarded to the Commission.  
 
The Commission delegated a panel to hold public hearings into the Draft LPS which 
were held in May, June, November and December 2019, where representors and 
Council presented a variety of views on the proposed content of the Draft LPS and 
made submissions on modifications to the Draft LPS. Subsequent to each hearing, the 
Commission panel issued directions to Council and other representors to provide 
additional information before the panel finalised its position on whether the proposed 
modifications were ‘substantial modifications’.    
 
Substantial modifications can be generally described as modifications that are 
substantially different to the exhibited Draft LPS and/or that affect third party land. The 
Commission apply a public interest test whereby the public interest is served through a 
process of exhibition of the proposed modifications, before a final decision is made on 
the provisions that will come into operational effect.            
 
Meander Valley Council has received a notice from the Commission under section 
35K(1)(c) of the LUPAA, directing Council to make substantial modifications to its Draft 
LPS. The notice is attached at Appendix A. Meander Valley Council must prepare the 
substantial modifications to the Draft LPS in accordance with the notice and submit the 
modified Draft LPS to the Commission.  
 
This supporting report provides accompanying documentation describing each of the 
modifications for the purposes of public exhibition. The Commission decision relating 
to the substantial modifications, including the panel’s consideration of submissions 
made in regard to each of those matters, is attached at Appendix B.       
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2.0 Specific Area Plans 
 

2.1 MEA-S8.0 Deloraine Specific Area Plan 

The Deloraine Specific Area Plan (SAP) encompasses the Low Density Residential Zone 
area to the south of the township that  currently is not serviced with reticulated sewer.  

 
Figure 1 – Deloraine Specific Area Plan boundary   

In response to a Commission hearing direction on 12 June 2019, Council made the 
following submission: 
 
Part of the Low Density Residential Zone at Deloraine has the potential to make gravity 
sewer connection along East Goderich Street, to the new sewer mains extension that was 
constructed to service the Light Industrial Zone. Future connection will be dependent 
upon the capacity of the Sewer Treatment Plant at the time and will require approval of 
Taswater. In addition, a scheme for multiple landowner contribution will need to be 
established as a new main will service more than one property. Both are possible in the 
future, however Taswater cannot confirm at this stage whether it can definitely be 
achieved. Augmentation to treatment plants and pump stations over time can also free 
up capacity for development and Taswater’s ‘growth and capacity planning’ for Deloraine 
will look at the settlement in its entirety.  
The land that could readily connect to a potential future gravity sewer main is shown 
highlighted below. Other land further to the south may also have potential to connect, 
but this is not as clear and would be subject to detailed design in regard to the invert 
depths of pipes. The revision of the acceptable solution proposed in Council’s s.35F report 
and an additional change to the performance criteria in the standard below, brings the 

SAP boundary  
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draft LPS into greater conformity with the SPP’s and is consistent with the other SPP 
standard Low Density Residential Zone at Blackstone Heights which is also serviced. The 
revision provides for the SPP absolute minimum lot size standard of 1200m2 where the 
specifics of the site warrant intensification. The SAP provides for an assessment at the 
time of application to determine the feasible extent of the installation of services.  

The Commission accepts the Council’s submission and has directed that the 
subdivision lot design provisions in the SAP be modified to achieve the effect intended 
by the purpose and objectives of the SAP (Refer: Appendix B - Commission Decision 
p.6).  

Note: Only the subdivision provisions contained in section MEA-S8.8.1 Lot Design 
are subject to exhibition (Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – Annexure A) 
Representations cannot be accepted on matters relating to zoning, SAP 
application or other provisions that may, or may not, apply to the area.  

2.2 MEA-S14.0 Kimberley Specific Area Plan 

In response to a Commission hearing direction on 28 May 2019, regarding further 
information to support removing subdivison restrictions in the Rural Lving Zone at 
Kimberley and Golden Valley, Council made the following submission: 

The two Rural Living Areas at Upper Golden Valley and Kimberley are discussed together 
as the rationale for the proposed modifications to the Draft LPS provisions are related in 
terms of strategic approach and context.   

At the time of lodgement of the Draft Meander Valley LPS, the Act required compliance 
with both the NTRLUS and the requirements for application of the SPP’s. An LPS could 
only vary the provisions of the SPP’s through a Particular Purpose Zone, Specific Area 
Plan or Site Specific Qualification.   

Section 5.3.16 of Council’s Draft LPS Supporting Report discussed the specific area plans 
for various Rural Living Areas and particularly noted that the requirements of the Act 
were in conflict for these areas. Enquiries by Council to both Government and the TPC 
before submission of the draft LPS, and again to the TPC at a post-lodgement conference, 
sought clarification which one of the SPP’s or RLUS took priority where a conflict was 
identified. Unfortunately, due to it being the earliest days of the first draft LPS to be 
submitted, Council was advised that guidance was not able to be provided. Consequently, 
at the time, Council felt compelled to rely upon the position, strategic justification and 
supporting material it had submitted for its Rural Living Zone amendment of December 
2015, because it was a recent and relevant consideration under the NTRLUS. 

Since submission of the draft Meander Valley LPS, complications with conflicts between 
the SPP’s and the regional land use strategies resulted in an amendment to LUPAA in 
December 2018, which effectively established a hierarchy within the LPS Criteria at 
section 34. This changed the mandatory emphasis on the regional land use strategies to 
one that achieves consistency ‘as far as practicable’. The first criteria in preparing a draft 
LPS is to include “all the provisions that that the SPPs specify must be contained in an 
LPS”, that is, apply the zones and their associated provisions. A draft LPS can only vary 
the SPP’s in demonstration of compliance with the requirements of section 32, 
particularly s.32(4), which describes a significant social, economic or environmental 
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benefit to the State, a region or a municipal area, or that the area of land has particular 
environmental, economic, social or spatial qualities that require unique provisions that 
are different to the SPP’s.  

The regional land use strategy, or a more local strategy, may describe the particular 
qualities of an area that necessitate a specific approach or treatment. They can also be 
very generalised in the policies and actions directed at certain land uses. In the case of 
the approach to Rural Living zoning and the provision for rural residential land use into 
the future, the NTRLUS sets out a range of non-measurable, judgement-based criteria for 
allocating areas for intensification of lots. These were considered and discussed in 
Council’s 2015 amendment and a judgement made, supported by the TPC at the time, as 
to preferred areas for intensified rural residential land use.  

Since then, the context has changed significantly. The planning legislation now requires 
judgement in the context of a standardised state-wide suite of zones and provisions and 
the prioritisation (hierarchy) discussed above. In particular, judgements that were made 
about Rural Living areas for intensification that relied on the very subjective criteria of 
“proximity to existing settlements containing social services”, are challenged in the 
context of the opportunity being afforded across the State in the application of the SPP 
Rural Living Zone and that the stated purpose of the Tasmanian Planning Scheme is to 
“deliver consistency in the planning controls applying across the State, and provide the 
necessary flexibility to address local issues”[1].  

The focus of the issue for Upper Golden Valley and Kimberley is not that the draft 
provisions for subdivision are no longer relevant, it is that, in the context of the TPS 
priorities discussed above and the section 35(5) notice issued by the TPC relating to 
Kimberley, they are no longer considered appropriate. The process of public notification 
has, quite properly, drawn out submissions from landowners in those areas that have 
highlighted inconsistencies with other similar or adjoining areas and questioned the 
initial judgements that were made regarding the localised limitations on intensification 
through subdivision…   

The Rural Living Zone at Kimberley is proposed to be modified by deleting the SAP that 
prohibits the creation of new lots by subdivision and changing the Rural Living Zone 
category from D to B to the area north of the railway line. 

As described in Council’s report under section 35F, the reason for this is due to the 
change of strategic context brought about by the TPC notice under section 35(5) that 
altered the development opportunities for Kimberley. The effect of the notice was to 
remove the settlement specific minimum lot size of 5000m2 with a minimum dimension 
of 35 metres for the Low Density Residential Zone and apply the SPP standard of 1500m2 
with a mandatory minimum of 1200m2 with a building area of 10m x 15m clear of the 
required setbacks.  

Low Density Residential zoning reflects the core of the settlement which has, over time, 
become surrounded by rural residential uses on larger lots, such that there is a graduated 
density to the periphery of the settlement. Both the Low Density Residential Zone and the 
Rural Living Zone form the ‘settlement’.   

[1] Tasmanian Planning Reform, Tasmanian Government  https://planningreform.tas.gov.au  
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Prior to the TPC notice, the strategy for the Kimberley settlement was for a very low level 
of intensification by subdivision, realistically achieving only another two lots in the Low 
Density Residential Zone that would be capable of on-site wastewater disposal and 
prohibiting new lots in the surrounding Rural Living Zone, due to the driving time 
distance to services being greater than 10 minutes (refer discussion above). Council’s 
Draft LPS supporting report describes issues with on-site wastewater for lots of 1500m2 
and that this has been a factor in the way in which the existing, smaller lots at Kimberley 
have historically developed, which largely contributes to the larger-lot visual character of 
the settlement. Despite this, the TPC determined that the SPP standard should apply, 
which effectively opens an opportunity for an additional 24 lots in the Low Density 
Residential Zone core.  

This significantly changes the strategic approach to the future of Kimberley settlement. If 
such an opportunity is provided to the core of the settlement, the approach to the 
periphery of the settlement must be reviewed as it is one settlement, not two separate 
entities. It is a perverse planning outcome that provides development opportunity to land 
that is less capable of accommodating densification than the adjoining rural residential 
zoning that has better capability. The only criteria of the NTRLUS that the Kimberley 
Rural Living Zone was not considered to meet in the 2015 amendment was proximity to 
services. The driving time to the nearest supermarket at Sheffield is 14 minutes. If the 
argument described above regarding the arbitrary judgement of 10 minutes driving time 
is accepted, it is clear that the provisions that should apply to Kimberley is a matter of 
appropriateness, not relevance. It is not appropriate that one part of the settlement is 
provided a development opportunity where the other part is not, when proximity to 
services is the only reason for the initial limitation on the latter. This results in an 
inequitable outcome that does not represent ‘fair, orderly and sustainable’ planning in 
accordance with the objectives of the Act.  

The proposal to apply the SPP standards for Rural Living Zone B at 2ha for the area to 
the north of the railway line and Rural Living Zone D at 10ha to the area to the south 
provides for a potential 11 additional lots. 

The modifications proposed for Upper Golden Valley and Kimberley:    

• bring the draft LPS into greater conformity with the SPP’s; 
• provides landowner equity for like environments and circumstances that are 

adjoining; 
• continue to be consistent with the NTRLUS as there is not just one way of achieving 

consistency. The change is inconsequential in a context of prioritising consistency 
in planning controls and eliminates contradictory planning outcomes. 

The Commission decision does not agree with Council’s submission in full (Refer: 
Appendix B - Commission Decision p.8), however considers that there is a public 
interest in exhibiting the proposal to remove the SAP and apply the Rural Living Zone 
B to the area east of Railton Road.  
The Commission notice directs that MEA-S14.0 Kimberley Specific Area Plan is deleted 
and the Rural Living Zone B is applied to the area east of Railton Road as shown in 
Figures 2 and 3 below, to be as far as practicable, consistent with the regional strategy.  
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Figure 2 – MEA-S14.0 Kimberley Specific Area Plan to be 
deleted.   

 
Figure 3 – Land at Kimberley to be modified to Rural Living 

Zone B. 

 

Delete Specific Area 
Plan 
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Note: Only the modifications to delete the SAP and apply the Rural Living Zone B 
to the area east of Railton Road are subject to exhibition. Representations cannot 
be accepted on matters relating to broader land zoning or other provisions that 
may, or may not, apply to the area. 

2.3 MEA-S15.0 Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan 

The response to a Commission hearing direction on 28 May 2019 regarding further 
information to support removing subdivison restrictions in the Rural Lving Zone at 
Kimberley and Golden Valley is discussed in Section 2.2 above.  

In regard to the Golden Valley area, Council made the following further submission: 

The focus of the issue for Upper Golden Valley and Kimberley is not that the draft 
provisions for subdivision are no longer relevant, it is that, in the context of the TPS 
priorities discussed above and the section 35(5) notice issued by the TPC relating to 
Kimberley, they are no longer considered appropriate. The process of public notification 
has, quite properly, drawn out submissions from landowners in those areas that have 
highlighted inconsistencies with other similar or adjoining areas and questioned the 
initial judgements that were made regarding the localised limitations on intensification 
through subdivision.  

The limitations on subdivision for Upper Golden Valley were based on two matters: 

• an arbitrary threshold of approximately 10 minutes driving time to services; 
• potential demand for access to the Lake Highway, a State road.  

The Department of State Growth (DSG) initially expressed concern regarding the 
fragmentation of the function of the Lake Highway due to multiple, additional domestic 
driveways if subdivision was enabled. The area at Lower Golden Valley has access to 
Council maintained side roads that provide managed access to the Lake Highway and 
DSG were comfortable with densification of lots onto those roads, noting that the 
potential yield was modest. Tiers View Road and Bogan Road provides for the same 
arrangement and so has practically been limited only by the arbitrary threshold of the 
drive time to services, a 5 minute difference to that of Lower Golden Valley. In the context 
of a new legislative framework that prioritises consistent provisions, the difference is 
inconsequential.  

The entire Rural Living Zone at Golden Valley primarily meets the criteria of the NTRLUS 
in that: 

• it has little impact on the agricultural and environmental values of the land and 
surrounding areas as the Rural Living zoned land is largely vegetated with 
substantial sized lots that can accommodate dwelling development areas without 
compromising natural values and can buffer adjoining agricultural or forestry uses. 
There are existing cleared areas that can be utilised for development; 

• it has reasonable proximity to existing settlements containing social services at 
approximately 16 minutes driving time to Deloraine; 

• it makes efficient use of land within the extent of an established rural residential 
area; 

• the lots are large enough to accommodate on-site waste water; 
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• there are large areas of native vegetation in the locality and buffers would be 
maintained to watercourses which will protect riparian and water quality values; 

• the area is serviced by through roads along the Lake Highway or Bogan/Gulf Road 
through the Liffey Valley in the event of bushfire evacuation; 

• the potential additional lot yield at a maximum of 13 lots is a small increase in the 
context of the potential 155 lots potential yield through the various Meander Valley 
zones, and negligible in the context of the broader regional distribution of this zone. 
It is effectively an augmentation of an existing development zone that will not result 
in an oversupply of land; 

• the land does not compromise future urban growth as it is not located in proximity 
to a settlement.  

The one factor that is important for the management of future intensification is the 
potential fragmentation of the Lake Highway by additional access points. Despite the 
DSG retaining the power to refuse new accesses irrespective of a planning scheme 
provision, the concerns of the department that a planning scheme fosters an expectation 
of a new access are valid.  

As such, in consideration of s.32(4), it is considered that the Lake Highway: 

• has particular spatial qualities as a winding, higher speed road already subject to 
access fragmentation, that warrants a restriction on the creation of new accesses; 
and 

• has economic qualities in that the protection of State Category 5 roads from 
diminished function is important to the integrity of the State’s road and freight 
network.       

The proposed modification to the Upper Golden Valley SAP that alters the subdivision 
provisions to only prohibit new accesses to the Lake Highway, contained in Council’s 
report under s.35F, appropriately responds to the qualities described above.    

The Commission decision considers that there is a public interest in exhibiting the 
proposal to revise the provisions of the SAP (Refer: Appendix B - Commission Decision 
p.10) to implement the particular spatial qualities of the SAP in the plan purpose and in 
the relevant provisions.   

The Commission notice directs that the purpose and subdivision provisions of MEA-
S15.0 Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan are modified to implement particular 
spatial qualities of the specific area in the plan purpose and in the relevant provisions. 

The applicable area is shown in Figure 4 below. 
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Figure 4 – Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan   

Note: Only the revisions to the Plan Purpose and subdivision provisions 
contained in section MEA-S15.8.1 Lot Design are subject to exhibition (Appendix 
A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – Annexure A). Representations cannot be accepted 
on matters relating to zoning, SAP application or other provisions that may, or 
may not, apply to the area.  

2.4 MEA-S19.0 Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan 

The Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan (SAP) encompasses the Landscape Conservation 
Zone area and makes specific provision for residential development.   

  
Figure 5 – Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan 
 

SAP boundary  
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In response to a Commission hearing direction on 12 June 2019, Council made the 
following submission: 

The hearings discussed the intent behind the revision of the standards for the Travellers 
Rest area described in Council’s s.35F report. Additional standards were recommended 
addressing localised issues for boundary adjustment, site coverage, setbacks, building 
height and excavation. Apart from boundary adjustment, all other issues were focussed 
on the management of development for visual impact, as it is located within a scenic 
protection area and some revisions to Council’s proposed modifications were discussed to 
improve the relationship between SAP purpose statements, objectives and the modified 
standards.  

Scenic Management Code:  

A complicating factor in the discussion of appropriate standards for the Travellers Rest 
area is the uncertainty surrounding the application of standard C8.6.1 Development 
within a scenic protection area in the Scenic Protection Code, the interpretation of which 
has a direct effect on the recommendations for provisions to manage the visual impacts 
of development (particularly vegetation clearance) at Travellers Rest. This is also relevant 
to discussion below in response to representations on the Scenic Management Code.    

C8.6.1 Development within a scenic protection area – Acceptable Solution A1 reads: 

Buildings or works, including destruction of vegetation, within a scenic protection area 
must:  

(a) be on land not less than 50m in elevation below a skyline; and  
(b) not total more than 500m

2 
in extent.     

 
According to standard statutory interpretation, the conjunctive ‘and’ means that both 
requirements of the provision must be met in order to take the benefit of the provision. In 
this instance, it appears that the provision requires that buildings or works (including 
vegetation clearance) must be on land below the top 50 metres below a skyline and be 
no more than 500m2 in extent. The alternate scenarios that may eventuate are: 

• Development is below the skyline threshold and greater than 500m2 in extent; 
• Development is above the skyline threshold and is less than 500m2 in extent; 
• Development above the skyline threshold and is more than 500m2 in extent.  

 It would appear that each of these scenarios do not meet both of the requirements and 
would be assessed under the performance criteria.  There appears to be a loophole in the 
acceptable solution in that there is no timeframe applied to the 500m2 limitation. For 
example, numerous increments of 500m2 of vegetation could be removed over time in 
that part of the scenic protection area below the 50m elevation threshold, without any 
intervention of the scenic protection code, as would be the case at Travellers Rest as most 
of the Scenic Management Area is below the 50m elevation threshold. This could have a 
substantial adverse visual impact and is contrary to the management of scenic and visual 
impacts in this area since 1995.  

Revision of the landscape protection standard in the SAP was discussed in the hearing in 
light of the limitations of the scenic protection code. Council expressed the view that 
enabling the degree of vegetation removal required to meet bushfire protection 
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standards was a reasonable approach for an acceptable solution, being a normal 
expectation for development in a residential area and something that always obtains an 
approval. Rebecca Green, accredited bushfire practitioner, reviewed the vegetation type 
at Travellers Rest and provided the following advice in regard to vegetation clearance 
requirements to achieve a BAL 19 rating (the most common rating for new dwellings): 

“Further to our discussion last Thursday I can confirm that the predominant vegetation 
type in the Travellers Rest area is Forest. The following minimum specified distances 
therefore apply for forest (in brackets woodland) in accordance with AS3959-2009: 

Upslope/Cross slope 
BAL 19 – 23m (15m to woodland) 

10-15 degrees downslope 
BAL 19 – 41m (28m to woodland) 

15-20 degree downslope 
BAL 19 – 51m (36m to woodland) 

The following access requirements apply to property access length greater than 30m and 
less than 200m (where access for a fire appliance to a fire fighting water point is 
required): 
i) All weather construction; 
ii) Load capacity of at least 20 tonnes, including for bridges and culverts; 
iii) Minimum carriageway width of 4 metres; 
iv) Minimum vertical clearance of 4 metres; 
v) Minimum horizontal clearance of 0.5 metres from the edge of the carriageway; 
vi) Cross falls of less than 3 degrees (1:20 or 5%); 
vii) Dips less than 7 degrees (1:8 or 12.5%) entry and exit angle; 
viii) Curves with a minimum inner radius of 10 metres; 
ix) Maximum gradient of 15 degrees (1:3.5 or 28%) for sealed roads, and 10 degrees 

(1:5.5 or 18%) for unsealed roads; and 
x) Terminate with a turning area for fire appliances provided by one of the following: 

a. A turning circle with a minimum inner radius of 10 metres; 
b. A property access encircling the building; or 
c. A hammerhead “T” or “Y” turning head 4 metres wide and 8 metres long.” 

       
The measurement to ‘woodland’ constitutes the distance that would require full 
clearance, with the balance being the fuel modified understory. In regard to scenic 
impacts and the views to the area, the upper canopy of the trees is the component that 
provides visual mitigation and not the understory. Therefore the relevant measurement is 
that of the setback to ‘woodland’. It is noted that non-habitable buildings such as car 
ports and sheds do not have any requirement for vegetation clearance unless they are 
within 6 metres of the dwelling, in which the same standards apply. It is considered 
appropriate to also provide for a lesser clearance setback of 10 metres for the 
maintenance and protection of outbuildings.     

Providing for clearance for access is similarly reasonable and can be drawn from the 
standard described above being 5 metres for carriageway clearance with a vertical 
clearance of 4 metres. Providing for measurable vegetation clearance standards enables 
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a permitted pathway for residents for development that is reasonably expected, whilst 
closing the loophole in the Scenic Protection Code. 

The Commission decision considers that there is a public interest in exhibiting the 
modifications sought by Council and representors (Refer: Appendix B - Commission 
Decision p.13) to implement provisions to provide for the particular environmental and 
scenic qualities of the area.   

The Commission notice directs that the purpose, use and development standards of 
MEA-S18.0 Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan (revised to MEA-S19.0) are modified to 
implement particular spatial qualities of the specific area in the plan purpose and in the 
relevant provisions. 

Note: Only the revisions to the plan purpose statements, use and development 
standards contained in MEA-S19.0 are subject to exhibition (Appendix A – 
Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – Annexure A). Representations cannot be accepted on 
matters relating to zoning, SAP application or other provisions that may, or may 
not, apply to the area. 

2.5 MEA-S11.0 Westbury Specific Area Plan 

The Westbury Specific Area Plan (SAP) encompasses the Low Density Residential Zone 
area to the southern side of the township.   

  
Figure 6 – Westbury Specific Area Plan 
 

SAP boundary  
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The Commission held a hearing into the provisions of the Westbury SAP on 24 May 
2019 where various representors and Council made submissions. The panel issued the 
follwing direction on 21 June 2019: 

 

2b)  Westbury SAP  

(b) the proposed modifications to the Westbury Specific Area Plan, including:  

(i)    how the proposed provisions meet section 32(4) of the Act;  
(ii)   how the proposed provisions, as far as practicable, are consistent with the Northern 

Tasmania Regional Land Use Strategy;  
(iii)  advice on whether there are some areas within the Westbury Specific Area Plan 

that are suitable to retain the 5000m² Acceptable Solution lot size, as proposed in 
the publicly exhibited draft LPS; and 

(iv)  if the minimum lot size of 1 hectare, proposed in the section 35F report was 
adopted, with a discretion able to be exercised to reduce the lot size to 5000m² (not 
8000m² as proposed in the section 35F report); submissions are sought on what, if 
any, additional criterion should be included to the performance criteria to take 
account of the special or unique features of the land which were asserted at the 
hearing.  

Matters raised at the hearing were - retention of vegetation which delineates the 
historical layout of lots, lot boundaries or paddocks; the retention of significant 
features or structures which contribute to an understanding of previous residential 
occupation or agricultural activities on the land; and retention of roads, lanes or 
paths for recreational activities. There may be other matters that are relevant.  

Directions - 12.6.19: 

(d)   Further to the direction for submission dated 28 May2019, revisions to the 
Westbury Specific Area Plan’s,  
(i) consider the need for local area objectives; and  
(ii) and review the Performance Criteria, proposed in the section 35F report; 

Council made the following submission: 

Section 32(4) of LUPAA provides for a SAP over an area of land where: 
(a) a use or development to which the provision relates is of significant social, economic 
or environmental benefit to the State, a region or a municipal area; or 
(b) the area of land has particular environmental, economic, social or spatial qualities 
that require provisions, that are unique to the area of land, to apply to the land in 
substitution for, or in addition to, or modification of, the provisions of the SPPs. 

The proposed modifications to the SAP, further examined in the Draft LPS hearings, 
ideally should reinforce the spatial qualities of the area such that the social values are 
maintained as much as possible. Council stands by its strategy for population growth and 
infill development, which is clearly supported by the NTRLUS and maintains the view that 
there is significant capability in the Low Density Residential Zone to accommodate 
additional development. 
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Discussion in the hearing focused on how this may be achieved with some additional 
thought around fine tuning the objectives and performance criteria to ensure the 
maintenance of the historic, ‘square type’ grid pattern of lots, keeping larger separation 
distances between dwellings and maintaining low visibility of development though 
retention of hawthorn hedgerows or other vegetation screening. It is noted that Council 
maintains its position as a road authority that it will not ‘fill in’ the unmade road reserves 
to service future subdivision as this is an inefficient and expensive response to modest lot 
yields. There may be small extensions of existing roads, however the area will not be 
subject to extensive revision of the road network. This means that future lot 
arrangements can be reasonably predicted and directed in terms of physical form.  

In consideration of the typical 5 acre (2.023ha) lot, there is a preferred ‘square type’ 
configuration at 5000m2 that better integrates with the historic grid pattern and more 
directly influences a greater separation between dwellings through the inclusion of 
internal lots. This arrangement also reduces the visual impacts on the number of 
dwellings within close proximity to the street. The alternative would be a more long, 
rectangular arrangement of 3 lots that is out of character with the square nature of the 
grid pattern and would likely result in a closer arrangement of dwellings, which is not a 
preferred outcome. (Refer diagrams below) 

 

 Subdivision scenarios that can meet a 5000m2 lot size. 

Reducing the absolute minimum lot size to 5000m2 can still ensure the preferred 
arrangement for the 5 acre blocks by prescribing a mandatory 60 metre diameter circle 
to be contained in each lot. This will continue the ‘square’ type of development pattern 
and prevent the creation of long rectangular blocks that would still meet the 5000m2 and 
then have to be argued on the more ambiguous criteria relating to intent and character.  

Council’s suggested modification of enlarging the minimum lot size to 1 hectare was to 
moderate the visual changes to the area over time. However, improved performance 
criteria that provide for specific management of sites for future visual character outcomes 
can be just as effective in tempering the integration of new development. The retention of 
existing hedgerows was particularly discussed as an effective visual screen from the road 
and between lots, that screens views through the area and mitigates the visibility of 
existing and new development, but also that they are a defining historic feature of the 
area. The modification proposed a standard for the retention of hedgerows, however was 
determined to be impermissible due to the overriding exemption for vegetation removal 
for boundary fences (likely to be the subject of a future s.35E action). This would also 
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apply to some small, remnant pockets of native vegetation located at boundaries. Despite 
this, the Act contains the ability to require Part 5 Agreements with a proper purpose, 
which are separately enforced and is a mechanism that can be employed to protect 
features that are important for the integration of development.  

Distance between development and screening are the two critical elements that will 
integrate new infill development and should be clearly reinforced through the 
performance criteria for new lots less than 1 hectare in size.   

 Revised Performance Criteria: 

The following revised performance criteria reinforce a more rigorous outcome for the 
creation of new lots and subsequent development of new lots, when it works in concert 
with increased development setbacks.  It is noted that the direction recalls discussion at 
the hearing about historical features (such as wells and cottages) of the area that 
contribute to an understanding of previous residential and agricultural occupation of the 
land and questions whether this may be an appropriate consideration for inclusion in the 
performance criteria.  

Council does not consider this to be a relevant consideration for subdivision and is a 
heritage matter more appropriately addressed either in the Local Historic Heritage Code 
or the State Heritage Register (Council’s position on local heritage is discussed below). 
Subdivision has not been the cause of the incremental loss of this fabric over many years 
and will not threaten these features any more than single dwelling development on 
existing lots. In the absence of any form of protection (as has been the case for many 
years), it is a matter of the preference of individual landowners and their propensity to 
value these items or not. It is not appropriate to activate the subdivision provisions as a 
form of pseudo heritage protection for those items. The proposed retention of hedgerows, 
despite recognition of their historic background, is based on the fact that as mature, 
vegetative screening, they are highly effective in mitigating the visual impacts of infill 
development and maintaining visual character. Of course, without an amendment to the 
SPP’s that would enable Council’s submitted hedgerow protection standard, the 
performance criteria will only be relevant if they are intact at the time of application. 
There is some risk that the revised standard may act as a disincentive to the retention of 
hedgerows, however this may be counteracted to some degree by including the 
consideration of whether there should be screening vegetation planted to create the 
same effect.   

Social Qualities: 

The social qualities of the area in regard to land use, residential amenity and the 
expectations of residents are described in Council’s Draft LPS Supporting Report (p.75). 
The report also describes how the Low Density Residential Zone at Westbury is an 
important mechanism for the attraction of population through the availability of diverse 
housing choice, which is an approach reinforced by the NTRLUS. The revision of the 
subdivision standard to make the acceptable lot size 1 hectare, does not alter the social 
qualities described, it provides a tempered response to the same ends through graduated 
change. The inclusion of objectives and performance criteria that reinforce the 
maintenance of low levels of visibility between dwellings and to the street for subdivision 
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lot sizes between 1 hectare and 5000m2, together with greater setback standards, will 
assist in maintaining the low density amenity valued by local residents, whilst still 
providing for the desired residential growth.              

Spatial Qualities: 

The spatial qualities of the area are described as being large lots under residential use, 
with many dwellings maintaining larger separation distances or are screened by the 
historic hedgerows or garden plantings. The pattern of lot distribution is predominantly 
an historic grid of made streets and unmade road reserves that are used for recreational 
pathways. This will be maintained through the revised performance criteria.  

Northern Tasmania Regional Land Use Strategy 

The NTRLUS particularly notes the advantages of population attraction… 

“High Levels of Liveability Northern Tasmania has many ‘quality of life’ advantages that 
make it an attractive location for people and businesses. The region continues to attract 
residents from mainland Australia seeking the particular lifestyle attributes and the 
major support facilities and services in education, health, sport, recreation and culture 
that the region offers.” 

The Regional Settlement Network Policy states: 

“The role and function of settlements within the region encompasses a ‘Regional city’, 
‘Satellite settlements’, ‘District service centres’, ‘Rural towns’, ‘Rural villages’, and ‘Rural 
localities’. The distinction between settlement types is detailed in Table E.1. The region 
provides for housing opportunities that include higher and medium density development, 
suburban, low density and rural living.” 

For settlements not identified in the Regional Framework Plan Maps D.1, D.2 and D.3, 
Urban Growth Areas comprise land within the relevant settlements identified in Table E.1 
(Northern Tasmania Regional Settlement Hierarchy), and identified in a local land use 
strategy that will deliver the particular land use and development mix to provide for 
graduation and transition to land use and development outside the settlement, consistent 
with the policies and actions set out, or otherwise referenced in this document. 

Westbury is categorised as a Rural Town. 

The Low Density Residential Zone at Westbury provides for that transition and 
graduation through an identifiable area already developed for residential purposes that 
defines the settlement boundary.  Infill development for the area particularly supports the 
Key Settlement Network Strategies at E.2.3 Settlement Pattern: 

• Consolidate existing land use patterns and identify infill opportunities within 
existing settlements and urban centres, and around activity centres and key 
public transport nodes and networks. 

• Complement and support a viable Regional Activity Centres Network to maximise 
regional productivity, economic activity and employment opportunities. 
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The relevant policies and actions are: 

RSN-P1 
Urban settlements are contained within 
identified Urban Growth Areas. No new 
discrete settlements 
are allowed and opportunities for 
expansion will be restricted to locations 
where there is a demonstrated housing 
need, particularly where spare 
infrastructure capacity exists (particularly 
water supply and sewerage). 
 

RSN-A1 
Provide an adequate supply of well-
located and serviced residential land to 
meet projected demand. Land 
owners/developers are provided with the 
details about how development should 
occur through local settlement strategies, 
structure plans and planning schemes. 
Plans are to be prepared in accordance 
with land use principles outlined in the 
RLUS, land capability, infrastructure 
capacity and demand. 
RSN-A3 
Apply zoning that provides for the 
flexibility of settlements or precincts within 
a settlement and the ability to restructure 
under-utilised land. 

Comment: 

The proposed modifications provide continued support for the policies and actions of the 
NTRLUS. The approach provides clearer direction for the restricting of underutilised land 
in a way that responds to local strategy to manage the visual impacts of growth and 
limitations on infrastructure.  

RSN-P2 
Provide for existing settlements to support 
local and regional economies, concentrate 
investment in the improvement of services 
and infrastructure, 
and enhance quality of life.  

RSN-A5 
Provide a diverse housing choice that is 
affordable, accessible and reflects changes 
in population, including population 
composition. Ageing populations and 
single persons should be supported to 
remain in existing communities as housing 
needs change; ‘ageing in home’ options 
should be provided. 
RSN-A6 
Encourage urban residential expansion in-
and around the region’s activity centre 
network to maximise proximity to 
employment, services and the use of 
existing infrastructure, including 
supporting greater public transport use 
and services. 

Comment: 

The modified provisions for the low density residential area provides for housing choice 
that supports the activity centre and services associated with a Rural Town. The strategy 
for population growth directly supports the local economy which is essential to maintain 
services in the longer term. 
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The direction also seeks advice on whether there are some areas within the Westbury 
Specific Area Plan that are suitable to retain the 5000m² Acceptable Solution lot size, as 
proposed in the publicly exhibited Draft LPS. 

The Low Density Residential Zone of Westbury does not display any definitive physical 
features or capabilities on which to establish a zone provision that limits the 
opportunities for infill development. The dispersed nature of development is due to the 
ad-hoc, historic nature of land take up, dating back to the original soldier grants to 
present day, such that some of the outlying areas have a greater concentration of 
development than areas closer to the town centre. Part of the low density area is serviced 
by reticulated water supply, however this is a measure of its current extent, and not its 
potential to be extended in the future. Options for the future may include improving the 
pressure through upgrades that could extend the network, or low pressure lines can be 
extended with properties requiring a small booster pump to improve pressure, which 
exists in other rural settlements. As such, any current extent of reticulated water supply is 
not an appropriate threshold.  

Without any definitive features that would reasonably suggest that one area is more 
suitable for higher levels of intensification than others, any arbitrary allocation would be 
inequitable as it would deny opportunity to landowners within areas that are clearly 
within the extent of the settlement boundary.         

The Commission decision considers that the scope of the SAP will change substantially 
when modified as directed (Refer: Appendix B - Commission Decision p.14) and 
warrants public exposure before a final decision is made.   

The Commission notice directs that the setback and subdivision lot design provisions 
of MEA-S11.0 Westbury Specific Area Plan are modified to achieve the plan purpose 
and provide for the effective operation of the provisions. 

Note: Only the revisions to the plan purpose statements and standards for 
setbacks and subdivision lot design contained in MEA-S11.0 are subject to 
exhibition (Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – Annexure A). 
Representations cannot be accepted on matters relating to zoning, SAP 
application or other provisions that may, or may not, apply to the area. 
 

2.6 Multiple Specific Area Plans – Multiple Dwellings in Low Density Residential 
Zones  

As part of the hearing into the Westbury Specific Area Plan, the matter of the potential 
allowance for multiple dwellings in the Low Density Residential Zone at a higher 
density than that provided by subdivision was discussed. It was generally agreed that 
the allowance was inappropriate in the Low Density Residential zones that had 
corresponding SAPs as a mechansism to protect character.   

The relevant SAPs are: 

(a) MEA-S6.0 Chudleigh;  
(b) MEA-S7.0 Davis Road;  
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(c) MEA-S8.0 Deloraine;  
(d) MEA-S9.0 Elizabeth Town;  
(e) MEA-S10.0 Meander;  
(f) MEA-S11.0 Westbury; and  
(g) MEA-S12.0 Pumicestone Ridge.        
The panel issued the following direction for further information on 12 June 2019: 

a) why the Low Density Residential Zone clause 10.2 Use table, as proposed in the 
section 35F report, should be substituted to prohibit multiple dwellings, rather than 
substitute or modify the Low Density Residential Zone clause 10.4.1 Residential 
density for multiple dwellings; and  

b) justification under section 32(4) of the Act for the proposed changes to include the 
substituting Use Table.    

Council made the following submission: 

Put simply, prohibiting multiple dwelling use in the unserviced low density residential 
zones is the simplest means of avoiding what will inevitably be a problem outcome for 
each of the listed areas. The SPP’s appear to envisage higher density circumstances than 
will be the case in the settlements described (with the possible exception of Deloraine if 
connection to services can be achieved. Refer discussion below) with no real benefit to be 
achieved unless sites are constrained and require some sharing of elements, such as 
common land that would be necessary for a Strata scheme (likely to be access). This is 
not the case in the settlements above, where subdivision can readily provide for the 
preferred density in a clear and uncomplicated manner, detailed in each corresponding 
SAP. There is little benefit in attempting to construct acceptable solutions and criteria to 
counteract the deficiencies in the SPP’s and in doing so, replicate the circumstances that 
are better achieved through subdivision. As discussed in Council’s s35 report, there is 
likely to be little demand for multiple dwellings in these areas due to requirements for 
financing and market demand for unencumbered title. However, the possibility exists and 
if approved, will result in a complicated arrangement for sharing property that is at high 
risk of conflict over on-site wastewater, drainage and access.  
Spatial Qualities: 

The Low Density Residential Zone areas of Chudleigh, Davis Road, Deloraine, Elizabeth 
Town, Meander, Pumicestone Ridge and Westbury, have an existing, or preferred, large 
lot character that has been justified in Council’s submission for SAP’s over these areas, to 
set a minimum lot size larger than that prescribed by the SPP’s, which is urban in nature. 
The multiple dwelling provisions of the SPP’s provide opportunity to significantly increase 
dwelling densities, above that provided for by subdivision, which will undermine the 
purpose of the SAP’s to ensure an appropriate density for each of these areas into the 
future. The preferred density, indicated by the minimum lot size, reflects the capability of 
the land and locality to accommodate wastewater, drainage, traffic and to manage the 
visual character of those settlements. SPP/LPS subdivision provisions, and the provisions 
of the Local Government (Building & Miscellaneous) Provisions Act, are the best 
mechanism to manage these issues as there are regulatory complications with 
recognition of boundaries for multiple dwellings. As such, multiple dwellings should be 
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prohibited with subdivision being the only opportunity to establish an additional 
dwelling.  

Economic Qualities  

A provision enabling multiple dwellings in the low density residential areas associated 
with rural settlements eliminates the ability for Council to require contribution toward 
public open space and road infrastructure upgrades that can be obtained through 
subdivision. The multiple dwelling provisions of the SPP’s enable densification at a higher 
rate than allowed by subdivision, but is effectively subsidised by the public. This does not 
change even if the standard were altered to reduce the allowable density. Whilst this may 
be the case in urban zones, this has generally been factored in during the creation of the 
original lots and the sizing of infrastructure and is compensated by the volume of 
development. This is not the case for low density, unserviced settlements and the 
provision creates an inequitable advantage that may actually encourage a less desirable 
type of development. The most appropriate response is to remove the option entirely.     

The Commission decision considers that modification of the use table for these 
particular areas removes inconsistencies with the plan purpose and provides for 
effective operation (Refer: Appendix B - Commission Decision p.17).   

Note: Only the modifications to the use table to prohibit multiple dwellings in 
each of the listed SAPs are subject to exhibition (Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) 
Notice – Annexure A). Representations cannot be accepted on matters relating to 
zoning, SAP application or other provisions that may, or may not, apply to the 
listed areas. 
 

2.7 Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan 

The Commission considered representations into the future zoning and provisions 
relating to the vacant area of land that forms part of the Entally Lodge (formerly 
Rutherglen) site at its hearing on 22 May 2019 and sought further submissions from 
Council and the land owner.   

The following is extracted from Council’s response: 

(a) why the provisions of the State Planning Provisions (SPP), General Residential Zone, 
are not sufficient to provide for the intended use and development;  

Comment: 

The SPP provisions do allow for the types of communal and higher density residential 
units for ‘liveable housing’ described in the proposal, however they may (and would most 
likely) be subject to discretions due to not readily meeting the acceptable solutions for 
site area per dwelling (325m2), site coverage of 50%, dedicated private open space areas 
of 60m2 per unit and potentially locational requirements to the north side of multiple 
dwellings.   

It is often the case with multiple-dwelling social housing that the residents of the 
surrounding neighbourhood or locality misconstrue the nature of discretion, with the 
perception that an inability to meet the acceptable solutions is a failure of the 
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development and is ‘sub-standard’ and as such, represents an inappropriate outcome. It 
is rarely understood that the standard to be achieved is the objective. The potential for 
third party objection due to reliance on performance criteria, and the subsequent delays 
and expense associated with protracted RMPAT proceedings can (and often does) act as a 
disincentive to development, particularly in the social housing sector. It is simply naïve to 
assume that because a development type is enabled by a planning scheme that it has 
some prospect of surety.  

Recent decisions of the RMPAT in regard to the residential development standards of 
PD4.1, have noted the large discrepancy in the measurement set by an acceptable 
solution and the actual outcome described by the objective, such that the exercise of 
discretion can only provide for a significantly different outcome that is at odds with 
compliant development. The RMPAT has been critical in its appraisal of the operation of 
the standards, in particular trying to develop an understanding of the intended outcomes 
through vague terms and criteria that do not appropriately relate to the achievement of 
acceptable, alternative approaches.        

The purpose of planning scheme standards is to provide as much certainty as possible for 
anticipated or preferred use and development. This is reinforced by the objectives of 
LUPAA “to provide for the fair, orderly and sustainable use and development of air, land 
and water; and to establish a system of planning instruments to be the principal way of 
setting objectives, policies and controls for the use, development and protection of land. 
Planning scheme provisions should reflect the desired outcomes for an area or site 
through as many measurable aspects as possible.   

When the higher density and communal living outcomes that are being proposed for this 
site are known, particularly given the service that is provided for housing diversity and 
social inclusion promoted in the Northern Regional Land Use Strategy (NTRLUS), it is 
appropriate to frame development controls that provide a reasonable degree of certainty, 
rather than subjecting future development to the vagaries of tests such as demonstrating 
a ‘significant social or community benefit’ or ‘being compatible with the density of 
existing development on established properties in the area’. How do you measure what a 
‘significant’ benefit is? Why is it necessary to be compatible with other dwellings in the 
area when we know we are seeking something different? Such tests will serve to frustrate 
the policies and actions of the NTRLUS, rather than recognition of the fact that these 
types of housing services are provided in smaller, more dispersed models with a design 
that is out of the ordinary. The dispersal of supported housing amongst other types of 
residential environments is well documented as a good, socially diverse outcome. Upon 
reading recent information and listening to discourse regarding social housing needs, the 
NDIS and housing diversity for supported care and/or ‘ageing in place’, it is clear that a 
diverse mix of housing types in an affordable model that makes the provision of the 
service viable is a desirable outcome.  

A SAP is the most appropriate way to directly address those elements that will likely not 
meet the acceptable solutions of the General Residential Zone by establishing some 
alternate standards and some preferred design outcomes for liveable housing.   
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(b) how the proposed Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan meets section 32(4) of the Land 
Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (the Act);  

Section 32(4) of LUPAA provides for a SAP over an area of land where: 

(a) a use or development to which the provision relates is of significant social, economic 
or environmental benefit to the State, a region or a municipal area; or 

(b) the area of land has particular environmental, economic, social or spatial qualities 
that require provisions, that are unique to the area of land, to apply to the land in 
substitution for, or in addition to, or modification of, the provisions of the SPPs. 

The goals for housing diversity are described in regard to the NTRLUS in discussions 
above and below. Whilst it is difficult to establish in the traditional sense that this one 
development would constitute a significant social benefit to the region or municipal area, 
it is clear that the benefit is not a narrow measurement of scale, but one of contribution. 
Gradually, as models such the one proposed for the Entally Lodge land are developed 
across the Greater Launceston area and shown to be successful, potential residents will 
have choice, something that is not readily available now. Whilst it may not be significant 
in the context of housing numbers, choice is significant to these individuals.        

The Land  

The land proposed for the SAP and associated change in zoning to General Residential 
Zone is effectively ‘left-over’ undeveloped land that makes up part of the residential and 
tourism enclave, historically known as ‘Rutherglen’.  

 
Aerial photo of Rutherglen Village /Entally Lodge 
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Social Qualities: 

The use and development of the land was originally established in the 1980’s and is 
something of a peculiarity in type and location.  It combines 103 dwelling units with a 
mixed density ranging from 150m2 lots to 600m2 lots in a strata scheme. The scheme was 
initially aimed at retirees, though now has a mixed demographic (likely due to the variety 
of lot sizes), with the body corporate owning facilities including a communal pool, social 
centre and bowls green. The residential use combines with tourism and hospitality 
services that now includes bistro and café, accommodation, function rooms, indoor pool 
and an approved market in the indoor sports building. A portion of the residential units 
and the commercial uses share internal access.  

The site is valued by its residents for the amenity of the location, to the immediate south 
west of the main settlement of Hadspen adjoining the South Esk River and opposite the 
publicly owned Entally House historic site, with a walking trail connecting the two along 
the river edge, passing under the Meander Valley Road. In addition, public transport 
services the site on a daily basis with a bus stop located adjacent to the entrance gate, at 
the end of Rutherglen Road.   

The land provides an opportunity to continue and expand the established social 
character of a higher density community with access to good quality facilities and 
services in a contemporary approach that will enhance the living experience, particularly 
for supported care residents. The area of land subject to the proposed SAP will contribute 
to delivering policies and actions for housing diversity and social inclusion (see comments 
under a) above).  

The commercial area of the site locates visitor accommodation in one location, adjacent 
to the hospitality uses. The proposed SAP aims to incentivise liveable housing and 
housing diversity and as such, the permitted status afforded to visitor accommodation 
use in the General Residential Zone is not considered appropriate to combine with 
supported care aspects, without some consideration of how these uses will integrate.  

Similarly, the preference for higher densities is at cross-purposes with the no permit 
required status for single dwellings, which if they were developed unfettered on the site, 
would not serve the objective. There is the ability to integrate single dwellings within a 
higher density community, however given the need for individual public road frontages 
for single dwelling lots, it is considered appropriate to make single dwellings a 
discretionary use to analyse how they integrate within a higher density development.       

As such, it is proposed to change visitor accommodation and single dwellings to a 
discretionary use status with an associated use standard that safeguards the objective for 
higher density outcomes.                    

Spatial Qualities: 

The land proposed to be changed to the General Residential Zone and included in a SAP 
is, in effect, the undeveloped frontage of the Rutherglen site (the tourist/hospitality uses 
now re-named ‘Entally Lodge’). It is predominantly cleared and bordered by road 
authority maintained Meander Valley Road to the north and Rutherglen Road to the 
south, which is the only access road to the residential and commercial uses on the site. 
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The land area proposed to be rezoned and included in a SAP is approximately 5.2 
hectares, which is not a viable size to be utilised for any rural purpose associated with 
adjacent land, given the parcel is constrained by two active roads and is in close 
proximity to sensitive residential and visitor accommodation uses. The two roads provide 
spatial definition that delineates the logical, spatial extent of the enclave.   

The land is currently zoned Local Business Zone under the current Interim Planning 
Scheme. This has the potential to undermine strategies to reshape the Hadspen township, 
reflected in the recent amendment that created the zoning and Specific Area Plan for the 
Hadspen Urban Growth Area to the south of the existing settlement, across the South Esk 
River. That amendment carries through an important strategy to create a commercial 
town centre on Meander Valley Road, establishing a strategic activity centre at the heart 
of the settlement through commercial uses and public space. Retention of the existing 
zoning enables a range of permitted commercial uses that are not well suited at a 
location disassociated from the proposed activity centre, such as a supermarket. It has 
the potential to draw activity away from the centre, reducing the viability and 
attractiveness to new businesses that are best placed within short, walkable distances 
from new residential areas. As such, the land is better directed toward different uses.  

The land is well suited to residential development having a central access driveway at 
5.7m. This is in excess of the 5.5m standard required by the Parking and Sustainable 
Transport Code and also includes a defined pedestrian path adjacent to the entrance and 
bus stop. The land has a mild slope at approximately 1:15 gradient, with the section to 
the east of the central driveway being relatively flat.           

Revisions to the proposed SAP: 

The objective for this parcel of land is not to prioritise single dwellings, but make a clear 
statement preferring increased density ‘up-front’.  The SAP should be amended to reverse 
the emphasis on single dwellings and incentivise a ‘no permit required’ pathway for 
multiple dwellings at a higher density than that enabled in the SPP’s, provided that they 
feature the Livable Housing elements described above. A 50% rate of delivery is 
considered appropriate to achieve diversity and will account for staged development. 
These dwellings would also potentially require relief from private open space and site 
coverage requirements to meet the foreseeable needs of supported care residents. If these 
standards are not met, the normal use and development provisions of the General 
Residential Zone for multiple dwellings should apply. 

All other uses would be the same as the State Planning Provisions for the General 
Residential Zone.  

The Commission decision considers that modification of the zoning to the General 
Residential Zone and the application of a Specific Area Plan to provide for livable 
housing has a social benefit (Refer: Appendix B - Commission Decision p.18). The 
proposed area to be zoned and contained within a Specific Area Plan is shown in 
Figures 7 and 8 below.  

The detailed provisions are included in Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – 
Annexure A -  MEA-S20.0  Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan.  
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Figure 7 - Entally Lodge zoning 
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Figure 8 – Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan boundary  

Note: Only the modifications to apply the General Residential Zone and Specific 
Area Plan as shown in Figures 7 and 8 and the provisions of MEA-S20.0 Entally 
Lodge Specific Area Plan (Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – Annexure A) 
are subject to exhibition. Representations cannot be accepted on matters relating 
to zoning of the area more broadly or other provisions that may, or may not, 
apply to the area. 
  

2.8 Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan 

The Commission considered a representation into the development provisions in the 
Reedy Marsh Rural Living D Zone, including a proposed modification to the subdivison 
lot size to change from the State Planning Provision standard of 10 hectares with an 
absolute minimum of 8 hectares to a lot size of15 hectares with an absolute minimum 
of 12 hectares. The panel sought further submissions from Council and the representor.  

Council provided the following response: 
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The proposed modification for the Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone to include a provision 
increasing the front setback distance to 35m together with requirements for vegetation 
retention in the front setback responds to the following criteria under s.32(4): 

Social Qualities: 

The residents of Reedy Marsh value the particular visual amenity of the area, which is 
that development has a very low degree of visibility, both between properties and from 
public roads through the area. This is primarily due to large setbacks and the retention of 
native vegetation. Even where dwellings are visible from roads, larger setbacks reduce the 
visual presence of development.  This enhances the apparent privacy that individuals 
enjoy and supports an appreciation of a high degree of naturalness, despite the 
substantial number of dwellings. The Reedy Marsh area is unique in this regard.   

Spatial Qualities: 

Large front setbacks of 35m and greater, are the prevailing front setback character of the 
area, which is at odds with the 20m standard of the Rural Living Zone. Bushfire hazard 
management requirements will likely require full clearance of the 20m front setback for 
any future dwelling, which will start to erode the natural, vegetated visual character of 
the area with dwellings becoming a more apparent visual feature in the landscape. This 
outcome is unnecessary as the Rural Living Zone D, providing for 10 hectare lots, 
provides ample area to accommodate a larger setback with the retention of some 
vegetation to mitigate visual impact, without detriment to the potential for development.  

In the context of very large lots, a relatively minor adjustment to the front setback and 
the requirement to retain some vegetation will make a significant contribution to the 
maintenance of the visual character of the area. 

Council’s consideration of the represesentations in its report prepared under section 
35F of the LUPAA, did not support the change to a 15 hectare lot size.  

The Commission decision considers that the application of a Specific Area Plan to the 
Reedy Marsh Rural Living Zone to provide for a greater front setback with vegetation 
retention and a 15 hectare subdivision lot size provides for the particular spatial 
qualities of the area.  (Refer: Appendix B - Commission Decision p.21).  

The detailed provisions are included in Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – 
Annexure A -  MEA-S14.0  Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan.   

Note: Only the modifications to apply the MEA-S14.0 Reedy Marsh Specific Area 
Plan, containing provisions relating to front setback with vegetation retention 
and subdivision lot design as drafted in Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – 
Annexure A, are subject to exhibition. Representations cannot be accepted on 
matters relating to zoning of the area more broadly or other provisions that may, 
or may not, apply to the area. 
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2.9 Electricity Infrastructure – Subdivision Provisions 
  
The Commission considered a representation by Tasnetworks regarding the omission 
of subdivison for utilities in some specific area plans, which was inconsistent with the 
approach in the State Planning Provisions. Council agreed that some areas could 
accommodate the standard provisions, however that it was not appropriate for all 
specific area plans.  

The Commission decision considers that the revision of the subdivision lot design 
standard in the Pumicestone Ridge and Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plans to 
provide for utilities is appropriate (Refer: Appendix B - Commission Decision p.23).  

The detailed provisions are included in Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – 
Annexure A - MEA-S12.0 Pumicestone Ridge Specific Area Plan and MEA-S15.0 Upper 
Golden Valley Specific Area Plan.   

Note: Only the modifications to the subdivision lot design provision to provide 
for utilities in the Pumicestone Ridge and Upper Golden Valley specific area 
plans, as drafted in Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – Annexure A, are 
subject to exhibition. Representations cannot be accepted on matters relating to 
zoning of the area, the application of the specific area plan or other provisions 
that may, or may not, apply to the area. 
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3.0 Zone Maps and Overlays 
 

3.1 Entally Lodge 

Further to the description in section 2.7 above, the required modifications to the zone 
map, specific area plan and scenic corridor overlay are shown below: 

(a) Revise the zoning of parts of folios of the Register 127277/1, 111014/2, and 
20627/2 outlined as ‘Specific Area Plan’ in Figure MEA-S20.1 of Annexure A, and 
the adjoining portions of Rutherglen Road (to the road centreline), to the General 
Residential Zone.  
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(b) Revise the transitioning scenic road corridor overlay by deleting the overlay from 
the General Residential Zone. The State Planning Provisions do not allow 
application of the scenic corridor overlay over the General Residential Zone. 
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(c) Insert the Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan overlay on the draft LPS maps with the 

annotation MEA-S20.0 to the area consistent with Figure MEA-S20.1 in Annexure A.  
 

 

Note: Only the modifications to apply the General Residential Zone and Specific 
Area Plan and the provisions of MEA-S20.0 Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan 
(Appendix A – Section 35K(1)(c) Notice – Annexure A) are subject to exhibition. 
Representations cannot be accepted on matters relating to zoning of the area 
more broadly or other provisions that may, or may not, apply to the area. 
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3.2 Kimberley 

Further to the description in section 2.2 above, the required modifications to the zone 
map are shown below: 
 
Revise the Rural Living Zone D at Kimberley, located to the east of Railton Road, to the 
Rural Living Zone B.  
 

 
 
Note: Only the modification to apply the Rural Living Zone B to the area east of 
Railton Road is subject to exhibition. Representations cannot be accepted on 
matters relating to broader land zoning or other provisions that may, or may not, 
apply to the area. 
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3.3 Reedy Marsh 
 

(a) Insert the Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan to all of the Rural Living Zone at Reedy 
Marsh on the overlay maps with the annotation MEA-S14.0.  

 

 
 
Note: Only the modification to apply Specific Area Plan MEA-S14.0 to the Reedy 
Marsh Rural Living Zone area is subject to exhibition. Representations cannot be 
accepted on matters relating to broader land zoning or other provisions that 
may, or may not, apply to the area. 
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(b) Revise the priority vegetation area overlay to include land identified in the report 
by Philip Cullen dated 4 July 2019, in The Environment Association Inc submission 
dated 5 July 2019 (Certificates of Title 137648/1, 122547/1, 227697/1, 208552/1 
and 122546/1 and adjoining Crown land).  

 
CT’s 122547/1,122546/1, 137648/1, 208552/1 and 
adjoining Crown land off Wadleys Road  

 
CT137648/1 and adjoining Crown land off Bryans Road 

Note: Only the modification to apply the Priority Vegetation Area overlay to the 
listed titles is subject to exhibition. Representations cannot be accepted on 
matters relating to broader land zoning or other provisions that may, or may not, 
apply to the area. 
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3.4 Westbury – 1 Meander Valley Road (off Emu Plains Rd, CT 42629/1)  

Revise the zoning of the part of folio of the Register 42629/1 in the Rural Zone, to the 
Low Density Zone and revise the zoning of portions of adjoining roads and properties 
in accordance with the area outlined in black, below.  

 

 
Note: Only the modification to apply the Low Density Residential Zone to the 
part of CT42629/1 is subject to exhibition. Representations cannot be accepted 
on matters relating to broader land zoning or other provisions that may, or may 
not, apply to the area.  
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4.0 Consequential Map Amendments 
 

4.1 Delete Local Area Objectives Overlay 
 
Reflect modifications consequential to modifications made to the draft LPS written document 
to revise local area objectives as specific area plan purpose statements in the following areas: 
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Note: Only the modification to delete the local area objectives from the listed 
areas is subject to exhibition. Representations cannot be accepted on matters 
relating to local area objectives more broadly or other provisions that may, or 
may not, apply to these areas.  
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4.2 Delete MEA-14.0 Kimberley Specific Area Plan  

Reflect modifications consequential to modifications made to the draft LPS written 
document to delete the specific area plan at Kimberley.  

   

Note: Only the modification to delete the specific area plan at Kimberley is 
subject to exhibition. Representations cannot be accepted on matters relating to 
land zoning or specific area plans more broadly or other provisions that may, or 
may not, apply to these areas.  

 
5.0 Conclusion  

  
Modifications to a Draft LPS must meet the LPS criteria under section 34 of the LUPAA 
under the same obligations for compliance as the submitted Draft LPS.  
 
The LPS criteria to be met are: 
a) contains all the provisions that the State Planning Provisions (SPPs) specify must 

be contained in an LPS;  
b) is in accordance with section 32 of the Act;  
c) furthers the objectives set out in Schedule 1 of the Act;  
d) is consistent with each State policy;  
e) as far as practicable, is consistent with the regional land use strategy, if any, for the 

regional area in which is situated the land to which the relevant planning 
instrument relates;  

f) has regard to the strategic plan, prepared under section 66 of the Local 
Government Act 1993, that applies in relation to the land to which the relevant 
planning instrument relates;  

Delete Specific 
Area Plan 
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g) as far as practicable, is consistent with and co-ordinated with any LPSs that apply 
to municipal areas that are adjacent to the municipal area to which the relevant 
planning instrument relates; and  

h) has regard to the safety requirements set out in the standards prescribed under 
the Gas Pipelines Act 2000.  

 
Further to Council’s April 2019 report on the representations, submissions to the public 
hearings and the considerations outlined in the Commission’s decision both discuss 
compliance against the relevant criteria.  
 
The planning authority is satisifed that the matters contained in the Commission’s 
notice under section 35K(1)(c) meet the LPS criteria with each of the matters 
warranting additional attention and public scrutiny. However, Meander Valley Council 
reserves the right to make submissions on the detail of the exhibited matters, noting 
that not all of Council’s views have been accepted by the Commission through the 
hearing process.          
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Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 

Notice under section 35K(1)(c) 

Meander Valley draft LPS 
24 February 2020 

The Tasmanian Planning Commission (the Commission) rejects the Meander Valley draft LPS and 
directs that the Meander Valley planning authority substantially modifies the Meander Valley 
draft Local Provisions Schedule (draft LPS) as follows: 

1.0 Specific Area Plans 

1.1 MEA-S8.0 Deloraine Specific Area Plan 

Revise the MEA-S8.0 Deloraine Specific Area Plan to provide for subdivision at 
increased densities where sites can connect to reticulated water supply, sewer 
and stormwater services or adequately manage disposal, as set out in Annexure 
A. 

Reason: To achieve the effect intended by the purpose and objectives of the 
specific area plan. 

1.2 MEA-S14.0 Kimberley Specific Area Plan 

Delete MEA-S14.0 Kimberley Specific Area Plan. 

Reason:  To be as far as practicable, consistent with the regional strategy. 

1.3 MEA-S15.0 Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan 

Revise the plan purpose and MEA-S15.8.1 Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan 
to provide for subdivision where it does not require access to Highland Lakes 
Road, as set out in Annexure A. 

Reason:  To implement particular spatial qualities of the specific area in the plan 
purpose and in the relevant provisions. 

1.4 MEA-S19.0 Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan 

Revise the provisions of MEA-S18.0 Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan to include 
additional plan purpose statements, Use Standards, Development Standards for 
Building and Works and Development Standards for subdivision, as set out in 
Annexure A. 

Reason:  To implement the particular environmental and scenic qualities of the 
area into the plan purpose and in the relevant provisions.
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1.5 MEA-S11.0 Westbury Specific Area Plan 

Revise the MEA-S11.0 Westbury Specific Area Plan to provide for setback and lot 
design provisions consistent with the character of this part of Westbury, as set 
out in Annexure A. 

Reason:  To achieve the plan purpose and provide for the effective operation of 
the provisions. 

1.6 Specific area plans applying to the Low Density Residential Zone 

Revise the Use Tables of the following specific area plans to prohibit multiple 
dwellings, as set out in Annexure A: 

(a) MEA-S6.0 Chudleigh; 

(b) MEA-S7.0 Davis Road; 

(c) MEA-S8.0 Deloraine; 

(d) MEA-S9.0 Elizabeth Town; 

(e) MEA-S10.0 Meander; 

(f) MEA-S11.0 Westbury; and 

(g) MEA-S12.0 Pumicestone Ridge. 

Reason:  To remove anomalies, inconsistencies with the plan purpose, and 
provide for the effective operation of the provisions. 

1.7 Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan 

Revise the draft LPS to include the Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan, as set out in 
Annexure A. 

Reason: The proposed Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan primarily relates to use 
and development of the land for livable housing that has a significant social 
benefit to part of the municipal area. 

1.8 Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan 

Revise the draft LPS to include a Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan as set out in 
Annexure A. 

Reason:  The land within the Rural Living Zone at Reedy Marsh has particular 
spatial qualities that require unique provisions. 

1.9 Electricity infrastructure – subdivision provisions 

Revise the following specific area plans to include an Acceptable Solution for 
subdivision for Utilities, or where required for public use by the crown, council or 
State authority, as set out in Annexure A. 

MEA-S12.0 Pumicestone Ridge; and 

MEA-S15.0 Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan;  

Reason: To achieve the effect intended by the purpose and objectives of the 
specific area plan. 
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2.0 Zone maps and overlays 

No. Description Direction and Reason 

2.1 Entally Lodge (a) Revise the zoning of parts of folios of the Register 
127277/1, 111014/2, and 20627/2 outlined as ‘Specific 
Area Plan’ in Figure MEA-S20.1 of Annexure A, and the 
adjoining portions of Rutherglen Road (to the road 
centreline), to the General Residential Zone. 

(b) Revise the transitioning scenic road corridor overlay by 
deleting the overlay from the General Residential 
Zone. 

(c) Insert the Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan overlay on 
the draft LPS maps with the annotation MEA-S20.0 to 
the area consistent with Figure MEA-S20.1 in Annexure 
A. 

Reason: 

To be as far as practicable, consistent with the regional 
strategy. 

To be consistent with provisions of the State Planning 
Provisions, in the application of the scenic road corridor. 

To meet the LPS requirements of the SPPs and the 
technical requirements of Practice Note 7 – Draft LPS 
mapping: technical advice. 

2.2 Kimberley Revise the Rural Living Zone D at Kimberley, located to the 
east of Railton Road, to the Rural Living Zone B. 

Reason:  To be as far as practicable, consistent with the 
regional strategy. 

2.3 Reedy Marsh Insert the Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan to all of the 
Rural Living Zone at Reedy Marsh on the overlay maps with 
the annotation MEA-S14.0. 

Reason: To meet the LPS requirements of the SPPs and the 
technical requirements of Practice Note 7: Draft LPS 
mapping; technical advice. 

2.4 137648/1, 122547/1 and 
122546/1, and adjoining 
Crown land 

Revise the priority vegetation area overlay to include land 
identified in the report by Philip Cullen dated 4 July 2019, 
in The Environment Association Inc submission dated 5 July 
2019. 

Reason: to implement the priority vegetation area overlay 
consistent with the LPS requirements of the SPPs. 

2.5 part of folio of the 
Register 42629/1 and 
adjoining roads and 
properties 

Revise the zoning of the part of folio of the Register 
42629/1 in the Rural Zone, to the Low Density Zone and 
revise the zoning of portions of adjoining roads and 
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No. Description Direction and Reason 

properties in accordance with the area outlined in black, 
below. 

 
Reason: To be as far as practicable, consistent with the 
regional strategy and to apply zones at boundaries 
consistent with Practice Note 7 - Draft LPS mapping: 
technical advice. 

 

3.0 Consequential and technical implementation 

3.1 Revise the draft LPS to include the technical modifications identified in Annexure 
A, to 

(a) meet the LPS requirements of the SPPs; 

(b) correct references to relevant provisions; 

(c) provide for the effective operation of the provisions; and 

(d) reflect the terminology used in the SPPs; and 

3.2 revise the substantially modified parts of the draft LPS zone and overlay maps to : 

(a) reflect modifications consequential to modifications made to the draft 
LPS written document, such as deletion of local area objectives. 

Reason:  To make modifications of a consequential and  technical nature or relevant to 
the implementation of the Local Provisions Schedule if the Local Provisions Schedule were 
approved under section 35L of the Act. 



Annexure A 
Substantially modified parts of the Meander Valley draft LPS written document 

MEA-S6.0 Chudleigh Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S6.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Chudleigh Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S6.1.1 To provide for additional lot yield without diminishing the historic, low density character of the 
peripheral areas of the Chudleigh settlement. 

MEA-S6.1.2 To maintain the distinction in density between the village centre and the peripheral low density 
residential area. 

MEA-S6.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S6.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Chudleigh Specific Area Plan on the 
overlay maps. 

MEA-S6.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in substitution 
for the provisions of the Low Density Residential Zone, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S6.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan.  

MEA-S6.4 Definition of Terms 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S6.5 Use Table 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.2 Use Table. 

Use Class  Qualification  

No Permit Required  

Natural and Cultural Values 
Management  

 

Passive Recreation   

Residential  If for a single dwelling. 

Utilities  If for minor utilities. 

Permitted  

Residential  If for a home-based business. 

Visitor Accommodation  

Discretionary  

Business and Professional 
Services  

If for a consulting room, medical centre, veterinary centre, child health 
clinic or for the provision of residential support services. 

Community Meeting and 
Entertainment  

If for a place of worship, art and craft centre or public hall.  

Educational and Occasional Care  If not for a tertiary institution. 

Emergency Services   

Food Services  If not for a take away food premises with a drive through facility. 



Use Class  Qualification  

General Retail and Hire  If for a local shop. 

Residential  If not: 
(a) for multiple dwellings; or 
(b) listed as No Permit Required or Permitted. 

Sports and Recreation  If for a fitness centre, gymnasium, public swimming pool or sports 
ground. 

Utilities  If not listed as No Permit Required. 

Prohibited 

All other uses  

MEA-S6.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S6.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 



MEA-S6.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S6.8.1 Lot design 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.6.1 Lot design A1 and P1. 

Objective: To provide for: 

(a) density and dimensions of lots consistent with the character of the historic lot pattern 
and sizes adjacent to the village centre of Chudleigh; and 

(b) area and dimensions of lots that are appropriate to accommodate a dwelling and 
associated on-site drainage and wastewater requirements. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision 
must: 

(a) have an area not less than 5000m2 and: 

(i) be able to contain a 40m diameter 
circle with a gradient not steeper than 
1 in 5; and 

(ii) existing buildings are consistent with 
the setback required by clause 10.4.3 
A1 and A2; 

(b) be required for public use by the Crown, a 
council or a State authority; 

(c) be required for the provision of Utilities; or 

(d) be for the consolidation of a lot with another lot 
provided each lot is within the same zone. 

P1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must have sufficient useable area and dimensions 
suitable for its intended use, having regard to: 

(a) the plan purpose; 

(b) the relevant requirements for development of 
buildings on the lots; 

(c) the intended location of buildings on the lots; 

(d) the topography of the site; 

(e) adequate provision of private open space; 

(f) adequate provision of drainage; 

(g) the pattern of existing lots or development 
existing on established properties in the area; 
and 

(h) any constraints to development. 

MEA-S6.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan



 

MEA-S7.0 Davis Road Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S7.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Davis Road Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S7.1.1 To provide for additional lot yield consistent with the existing larger lot character for the low density 
area at Davis Road. 

MEA-S7.1.2 To provide for subdivision that facilitates separation distances between future dwellings, consistent 
with the existing character of the area. 

MEA-S7.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S7.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Davis Road Specific Area Plan on the 
overlay maps.  

MEA-S7.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in substitution 
for the provisions of the Low Density Residential Zone, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S7.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S7.4 Definition of Terms 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S7.5 Use Table 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.2 Use Table. 

Use Class  Qualification  

No Permit Required  

Natural and Cultural Values 
Management  

 

Passive Recreation   

Residential  If for a single dwelling. 

Utilities  If for minor utilities. 

Permitted  

Residential  If for a home-based business. 

Visitor Accommodation  

Discretionary  

Business and Professional 
Services  

If for a consulting room, medical centre, veterinary centre, child health 
clinic or for the provision of residential support services. 

Community Meeting and 
Entertainment  

If for a place of worship, art and craft centre or public hall.  

Educational and Occasional Care  If not for a tertiary institution. 

Emergency Services   

Food Services  If not for a take away food premises with a drive through facility. 

General Retail and Hire  If for a local shop. 



 

Use Class  Qualification  

Residential  If not: 
(a) for multiple dwellings; or 
(b)  listed as No Permit Required or Permitted. 

Sports and Recreation  If for a fitness centre, gymnasium, public swimming pool or sports 
ground. 

Utilities  If not listed as No Permit Required. 

Prohibited 

All other uses  

MEA-S7.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S7.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 



 

MEA-S7.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S7.8.1 Lot design 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.6.1 Lot design A1 and P1. 

Objective: To provide for: 

(a) density and dimensions of lots consistent with the intended character of the Davis 
Road area; 

(b) dimensions of lots that enable building areas that are substantially separated or can 
be screened; and 

(c) area and dimensions of lots that are appropriate to accommodate a dwelling and 
associated on-site drainage and on-site wastewater requirements. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must: 

(a) have an area not less than 1ha and: 

(i) be able to contain a 100m diameter 
circle with a gradient not steeper than 1 
in 5; and 

(ii) existing buildings are consistent with 
the setback required by clause 10.4.3 
A1 and A2; 

(b) be required for public use by the Crown, a 
council or a State authority; 

(c) be required for the provision of Utilities; or 

(d) be for the consolidation of a lot with another lot 
provided each lot is within the same zone. 

P1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must have sufficient useable area and dimensions 
suitable for its intended use and the intended 
character, having regard to: 

(a) the plan purpose; 

(b) the relevant requirements for development of 
buildings on the lots; 

(c) the intended location of buildings on the lots and 
whether the lots can achieve 50m separation 
between new building areas and between new 
and existing building areas; 

(d) the topography of the site; 

(e) features that may screen visibility between 
building areas; 

(f) adequate provision of private open space; 

(g) adequate provision of drainage and wastewater 
disposal; 

(h) the pattern of development existing on 
established properties in the area; and 

(i) any constraints to development. 

MEA-S7.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan.



MEA-S8.0 Deloraine Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S8.0 Deloraine Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S8.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Deloraine Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S8.1.1 To provide for additional lot yield appropriate to the constraints on services and the capability of the 
land to accommodate building development, drainage and wastewater disposal for the Deloraine 
settlement. 

MEA-S8.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S8.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Deloraine Specific Area Plan on the 
overlay maps. 

MEA-S8.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in substitution 
for the provisions of the Low Density Residential Zone, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S8.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S8.4 Definition of Terms 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S8.5 Use Table 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.2 Use Table. 

Use Class  Qualification  

No Permit Required  

Natural and Cultural Values 
Management  

 

Passive Recreation   

Residential  If for a single dwelling. 

Utilities  If for minor utilities.  

Permitted  

Residential  If for a home-based business. 

Visitor Accommodation  

Discretionary  

Business and Professional 
Services  

If for a consulting room, medical centre, veterinary centre, child health 
clinic or for the provision of residential support services. 

Community Meeting and 
Entertainment  

If for a place of worship, art and craft centre or public hall. 

Educational and Occasional Care  If not for a tertiary institution. 

Emergency Services   

Food Services  If not for a take away food premises with a drive through facility. 

General Retail and Hire  If for a local shop. 

Residential  If not: 
(a) for multiple dwellings; or 
(b)  listed as No Permit Required or Permitted. 



MEA-S8.0 Deloraine Specific Area Plan 

Use Class  Qualification  

Sports and Recreation  If for a fitness centre, gymnasium, public swimming pool or sports 
ground. 

Utilities  If not listed as No Permit Required. 

Prohibited 

All other uses  

MEA-S8.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S8.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 
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MEA-S8.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S8.8.1 Lot design 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.6.1, Lot design A1 and P1. 

Objective: To provide for density and dimensions of lots that are appropriate to accommodate 
development for a dwelling and any associated on-site drainage and wastewater 
requirements, without adversely impacting on adjoining land.  

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must: 

(a) have an area not less than 5000m2 and: 

(i) be able to contain a 50m diameter circle 
with a gradient not steeper than 1 in 5; 
and 

(ii) existing buildings are consistent with 
the setback required by clause 10.4.3 
A1 and A2; 

(b) where the lot can connect to reticulated water 
supply, sewer and stormwater services, have an 
area of not less than 1500m2 and: 

(i) be able to contain a minimum area of 
10m x 15m with a gradient not steeper 
than 1 in 5, clear of:  

a.  all setbacks required by clause 
10.4.3 A1 and A2; and  

b. easements or other title restrictions 
that limit or restrict development; 
and 

(ii)  existing buildings are consistent with 
the setback required by clause 10.4.3 
A1 and A2; 

(c) be required for public use by the Crown, a 
council or a State authority; 

(d) be required for the provision of Utilities; or 

(e) be for the consolidation of a lot with another lot 
provided each lot is within the same zone. 

P1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must have sufficient useable area and dimensions 
suitable for its intended use, having regard to: 

(a) the plan purpose; 

(b) the relevant requirements for development of 
buildings on the lots; 

(c) the intended location of buildings on the lots; 

(d) the topography of the site; 

(e) adequate provision of private open space; 

(f) adequate provision of drainage and wastewater 
disposal; 

(g) the potential for cumulative impacts of on-site 
wastewater disposal on slope stability; 

(h) the pattern of development existing on 
established properties in the area;  

(i) any constraints to development, 

and must have an area not less than 1200m2. 

MEA-S8.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 



 

MEA-S9.0 Elizabeth Town Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S9.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Elizabeth Town Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S9.1.1 To provide for an additional lot yield without diminishing the character of the historic, low density 
arrangement of lots for the Elizabeth Town settlement. 

MEA-S9.1.2 To provide for subdivision that facilitates separation distances between future dwellings, consistent 
with the existing character of the area. 

MEA-S9.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S9.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Elizabeth Town Specific Area Plan on 
the overlay maps. 

MEA-S9.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in substitution 
for the provisions of the Low Density Residential Zone, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S9.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S9.4 Definition of Terms 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S9.5 Use Table 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.2 Use Table. 

Use Class  Qualification  

No Permit Required  

Natural and Cultural Values 
Management  

 

Passive Recreation   

Residential  If for a single dwelling. 

Utilities  If for minor utilities. 

Permitted  

Residential  If for a home-based business. 

Visitor Accommodation  

Discretionary  

Business and Professional 
Services  

If for a consulting room, medical centre, veterinary centre, child health 
clinic or for the provision of residential support services.  

Community Meeting and 
Entertainment  

If for a place of worship, art and craft centre or public hall. 

Educational and Occasional Care  If not for a tertiary institution. 

Emergency Services   

Food Services  If not for a take away food premises with a drive through facility. 

General Retail and Hire  If for a local shop. 

Residential  If not: 



 

Use Class  Qualification  

(a) for multiple dwellings; or 
(b)  listed as No Permit Required or Permitted. 

Sports and Recreation  If for a fitness centre, gymnasium, public swimming pool or sports 
ground. 

Utilities  If not listed as No Permit Required. 

Prohibited 

All other uses  

MEA-S9.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S9.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 



 

MEA-S9.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S9.8.1 Lot design 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.6.1 Lot design A1 and P1. 

Objective: To provide: 

(a) density and dimensions of lots consistent with the character of the historic lot pattern 
and sizes within the Elizabeth Town settlement; 

(b) dimensions of lots that enables building areas that are substantially separated or can 
be screened; and 

(c) area and dimensions of lots that are appropriate to accommodate a dwelling and 
associated on-site drainage and on-site wastewater requirements.  

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must: 

(a) have an area not less than 1ha and: 

(i) be able to contain a 70m diameter 
circle with a gradient not steeper than 1 
in 5; and 

(ii) existing buildings are consistent with the 
setback required by clause 10.4.3 A1 
and A2; 

(b) be required for public use by the Crown, a 
council or a State authority; 

(c) be required for the provision of Utilities; or 

(d) be for the consolidation of a lot with another 
lot provided each lot is within the same zone. 

 

P1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must have sufficient useable area and dimensions 
suitable for its intended use and the intended 
character, having regard to: 

(a) the plan purpose; 

(b) the relevant requirements for development of 
buildings on the lots; 

(c) the intended location of buildings on the lots and 
whether the lots can achieve 50m separation 
between new building areas and existing building 
areas; 

(d) the topography of the site; 

(e) features that may screen visibility between 
building areas; 

(f) adequate provision of private open space; 

(g) adequate provision of drainage and wastewater 
disposal; 

(h) the pattern of development existing on 
established properties in the area; and 

(i) any constraints to development. 

 

MEA-S9.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 



 

MEA-S10.0 Meander Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S10.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Meander Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S10.1.1 To provide for additional lot yield, consistent with the existing, larger lot character, for the Meander 
settlement. 

MEA-S10.1.2 To provide for subdivision that facilitates separation distances between future dwellings, consistent 
with the existing character of the area. 

MEA-S10.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S10.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Meander Specific Area Plan on the 
overlay maps. 

MEA-S10.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in substitution 
for the provisions of the Low Density Residential Zone, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S10.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S10.4 Definition of Terms 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S10.5 Use Table 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.2 Use Table. 

Use Class  Qualification  

No Permit Required  

Natural and Cultural Values 
Management  

 

Passive Recreation   

Residential  If for a single dwelling. 

Utilities  If for minor utilities. 

Permitted  

Residential  If for a home-based business. 

Visitor Accommodation  

Discretionary  

Business and Professional 
Services  

If for a consulting room, medical centre, veterinary centre, child health 
clinic or for the provision of residential support services. 

Community Meeting and 
Entertainment  

If for a place of worship, art and craft centre or public hall. 

Educational and Occasional Care  If not for a tertiary institution. 

Emergency Services   

Food Services  If not for a take away food premises with a drive through facility. 

General Retail and Hire  If for a local shop. 

Residential  If not: 



 

Use Class  Qualification  

(a) for multiple dwellings; or 
(b) listed as No Permit Required or Permitted. 

Sports and Recreation  If for a fitness centre, gymnasium, public swimming pool or sports 
ground.  

Utilities  If not listed as No Permit Required.  

Prohibited 

All other uses  

MEA-S10.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S10.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 



 

MEA-S10.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S10.8.1 Lot design 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.6.1 Lot design A1 and P1. 

Objective: To provide for: 

(a) density and dimensions of lots consistent with the intended character of the Meander 
low density area; 

(b) dimensions of lots that enables building areas that are substantially separated or can 
be screened; and 

(c) area and dimensions of lots that are appropriate to accommodate a dwelling and 
associated on-site drainage and on-site wastewater requirements. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must: 

(a) have an area not less than 1ha and: 

(i) be able to contain a 70m diameter circle 
with a gradient not steeper than 1 in 5; 
and 

(ii) existing buildings are consistent with the 
setback required by clause 10.4.3 A1 and 
A2; 

(b) be required for public use by the Crown, a 
council or a State authority; 

(c) be required for the provision of Utilities; or 

(d) be for the consolidation of a lot with another lot 
provided each lot is within the same zone. 

P1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must have sufficient useable area and dimensions 
suitable for its intended use and the intended 
character, having regard to: 

(a) the plan purpose; 

(b) the relevant requirements for development of 
buildings on the lots; 

(c) the intended location of buildings on the lots and 
whether the lots can achieve 50m separation 
between new building areas and between new 
and existing building areas; 

(d) the topography of the site; 

(e) features that may screen visibility between 
building area; 

(f) adequate provision of private open space; 

(g) adequate provision of drainage and on-site 
wastewater disposal; 

(h) the pattern of development existing on 
established properties in the area; and 

(i) any constraints to development. 

MEA-S10.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan.



MEA-S11.0 Westbury Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S11.0 Westbury Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S11.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Westbury Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S11.1.1 To provide for a subdivision density and the arrangement of future development in Westbury. 

MEA-S11.1.2 To provide for additional lot yield without diminishing the historic, low density grid arrangement of lots 
and roads. 

MEA-S11.1.3 To provide for subdivision that facilitates separation distances between dwellings, consistent with the 
existing dwelling separation character. 

MEA-S11.1.4 To locate and design development to reinforce the low density character of the streetscape through 
building separation and minimizing, or mitigating, viewing opportunities from the road. 

MEA-S11.1.5 To locate and design development to reinforce the low density residential character of the area 
through separation of buildings, and minimizing, or mitigating, viewing opportunities between 
habitable rooms and views of development from adjoining properties or recreational pathways. 

MEA-S11.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S11.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Westbury Specific Area Plan on the 
overlay maps. 

MEA-S11.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in substitution 
for the provisions of the Low Density Residential Zone, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S11.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S11.4 Definition of Terms 

MEA-S11.4.1  In this specific area plan unless the contrary intention appears: 

Terms Definition 

Recreational pathways means the unmade Crown road reserve land that is maintained by the 
State or Council and is utilised for pedestrian movement between roads.   

MEA-S11.5 Use Table 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.2 Use Table. 

Use Class  Qualification  

No Permit Required  

Natural and Cultural Values 
Management  

 

Passive Recreation   

Residential  If for a single dwelling. 

Utilities  If for minor utilities.  
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Use Class  Qualification  

Permitted  

Residential  If for a home-based business. 

Visitor Accommodation  

Discretionary  

Business and Professional 
Services  

If for a consulting room, medical centre, veterinary centre, child health 
clinic or for the provision of residential support services. 

Community Meeting and 
Entertainment  

If for a place of worship, art and craft centre or public hall. 

Educational and Occasional Care  If not for a tertiary institution. 

Emergency Services   

Food Services  If not for a take away food premises with a drive through facility. 

General Retail and Hire  If for a local shop. 

Residential  If not: 
(a) for multiple dwellings; or 
(b) listed as No Permit Required or Permitted. 

Sports and Recreation  If for a fitness centre, gymnasium, public swimming pool or sports 
ground. 

Utilities  If not listed as No Permit Required. 

Prohibited 

All other uses  

MEA-S11.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S11.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

MEA-S11.7.1 Setback 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.4.3 

Objective: That the siting of development provides for setbacks between dwellings, and between 
dwellings and other buildings that is compatible with the greater separation distances that 
make up the low density character of the land within the Westbury Specific Area Plan. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Buildings must have a setback from a frontage of: 

(a) not less than 15m; or 

(b) not less than existing buildings, excluding 
outbuildings, on the site. 

P1 
The siting of a building must be compatible with the 
streetscape and character of development existing 
on established properties in the area, having 
regard to: 

(a) the topography of the site; 

(b) the setbacks of surrounding buildings; 

(c) the height, bulk and form of existing and 
proposed buildings; 

(d) the appearance when viewed from roads; 

(e) mitigation of visual impacts through the retention 
of any vegetation; 
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(f) the ability to screen or offset view lines between 
dwellings; and 

(g) the safety of road users. 

A2 

Buildings must have a setback from side and rear 
boundaries: 

(a) not less than 15m; or 

(b) not less than existing buildings, excluding 
outbuildings, on the site. 

P2 
The siting of a building must provide for separation 
distances compatible with the low density character 
of development existing on established properties in 
the area, having regard to: 

(a) the topography of the site; 

(b) the setbacks of surrounding buildings; 

(c) the height, bulk and form of existing and 
proposed buildings; 

(d) impacts on sunlight to private open space and 
windows of habitable rooms on adjoining 
properties; 

(e) the appearance when viewed from roads or 
recreational pathways; 

(f) the ability to screen or offset view lines between 
dwellings for privacy or visual impacts; and 

(g) mitigation of visual impacts through the retention 
of any vegetation. 

MEA-S11.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S11.8.1 Lot design 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.6.1 Lot design A1 and P1. 

Objective: To provide for: 

(a) density and dimensions of lots in an arrangement consistent with the  the low density 
grid arrangement of the area; 

(b) dimensions of lots that enables building to be separated;  

(c) lot areas and dimensions of lots that are appropriate to accommodate a dwelling and 
associated on-site drainage and on-site wastewater requirements; and 

(d) access to lots that minimises the number of driveway crossovers. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must: 

(a) have an area not less than 1ha and: 

(i) be able to contain a 70m diameter circle 
with a gradient not steeper than 1 in 5; 
and 

(ii) existing buildings are consistent with the 
setback required by clause MEA-S11.7.1 
A1 and A2; or 

(b) be required for public use by the Crown, a 
council or a State authority; 

(c) be required for the provision of Utilities; or 

P1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must have sufficient useable area and dimensions 
suitable for its intended use, having regard to: 

(a) the plan purpose; 

(b) the relevant requirements for development of 
buildings on the lots; 

(c) the potential or intended location of buildings; 

(d) distances between new building areas and new 
building areas and existing buildings; 

(e) the topography of the site; 

(f) adequate provision of drainage and on-site 
wastewater disposal; 
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(d) be for the consolidation of a lot with another lot 
provided each lot is within the same zone. 

(g) the ability to screen development through 
retention of existing hedgerows or other 
vegetation, or the planting of new vegetation 
screening; 

(h) whether the location of access driveways and 
crossovers minimises vegetation clearance and 
viewing opportunities; 

(i) the use of adjoining land as a recreational 
pathway; 

(j) any constraints to development, 

and must have an area of not less than 5000m² 
capable of containing a circle of not less than 60m 
diameter. 

MEA-S11.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 



 

MEA-S12.0 Pumicestone Ridge Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S12.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Pumicestone Ridge Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S12.1.1  To prohibit the creation of additional lots, excluding for public use or Utilities, at Pumicestone 
Ridge. 

MEA-S12.1.2  To maintain dwelling density, consistent with the existing character of the area. 

MEA-S12.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S12.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Pumicestone Ridge Specific 
Area Plan on the overlay maps. 

MEA-S12.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in 
substitution for the provisions of the Low Density Residential Zone, as specified in the 
relevant provision. 

MEA-S12.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S12.4 Definition of Terms 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S12.5 Use Table 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.2 Use Table. 

Use Class  Qualification  

No Permit Required  

Natural and Cultural Values 
Management  

 

Passive Recreation   

Residential  If for a single dwelling. 

Utilities  If for minor utilities.  

Permitted  

Residential  If for a home-based business. 

Visitor Accommodation  

Discretionary  

Business and Professional 
Services  

If for a consulting room, medical centre, veterinary centre, child health 
clinic or for the provision of residential support services. 

Community Meeting and 
Entertainment  

If for a place of worship, art and craft centre or public hall. 

Educational and Occasional Care  If not for a tertiary institution. 

Emergency Services   

Food Services  If not for a take away food premises with a drive through facility. 

General Retail and Hire  If for a local shop. 

Residential  If not: 
(a) for multiple dwellings; or 



 

Use Class  Qualification  

(b) listed as No Permit Required or Permitted. 

Sports and Recreation  If for a fitness centre, gymnasium, public swimming pool or sports 
ground. 

Utilities  If not listed as No Permit Required. 

Prohibited 

All other uses  

MEA-S12.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S12.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S12.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S12.8.1 New lot prohibition 

This clause is in substitution for Low Density Residential Zone – clause 10.6.1 Lot design A1 and P1. 

Objective: To prohibit the creation of additional lots, excluding for public use or Utilities, at 
Pumicestone Ridge. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
(a) Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of 

subdivision, must: 

(i) be required for public use by the 
Crown, a council or a State authority; 
or 

(ii) be required for the provision of 
Utilities; or 

(b) Subdivision must not create additional lots. 

P1 
No Performance Criterion. 

MEA-S12.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan.



 

MEA-S14.0 Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S14.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S14.1.1 To protect the vegetated landscape character of frontages in Reedy Marsh. 

MEA-S14.1.2 To minimise the visual impact of development when viewed from roads. 

MEA-S14.1.3 To provide for subdivision appropriate to the character of the area. 

MEA-S14.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S14.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan on 
the overlay maps. 

MEA-S14.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in substitution 
for and in addition to the provisions of the Rural Living Zone, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S14.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S14.4 Definition of Terms 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S14.5 Use Table 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S14.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S14.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

MEA-S14.7.1 Landscape amenity 

This clause is in substitution to Rural Living Zone – clause 11.4.2 Building height, setback and siting A2 and P2, and 
in addition to clause 11.4.2 Development Standards for Building and Works 

Objective: That the vegetated landscape character of frontages in Reedy Marsh are protected or 
managed to minimise the visual impact of development when viewed from roads. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 

Buildings must have a setback from a frontage 
of not less than 35m  

P1 

Buildings must be sited to be compatible with 
the vegetated landscape character of the area , 
having regard to:  

(a) the topography of the site;  

(b) the size and shape of the site; 

(c)  the proposed building height, bulk and form 
of proposed buildings 



 

  
(d)  the location of existing development;  

(e) requirements for hazard management 
areas; 

(f) visual impact when viewed from roads; and  

(g) retention of vegetation to provide screening. 
 

A2 
Native vegetation is retained within 15m of the 
frontage, excluding for the provision of access. 

P2 
The removal of native vegetation must be 
compatible with the vegetated landscape 
character of the area, having regard to:  

(a) the topography of the site; 

(b) the size and shape of the site; 

(c) views into the site from roads; 

(d) the visibility of proposed buildings from 
roads; 

(e) the location of existing development; 

(f) requirements for hazard management areas 
defined in the Bushfire-Prone Areas Code 
clause C13.3; 

(g) retention of vegetation to provide screening. 

MEA-S14.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S14.8.1 Lot design 

This clause is in substitution for Rural Living Zone – clause 11.5.1 Lot design A1 and P1. 

Objective: That each lot: 

(a) has an area and dimensions appropriate for intended use; and 

(b) maintains the vegetated landscape character of the area. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 

Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must: 

(a) have an area not less than 15ha and: 

(i) be able to contain a minimum area of 15m x 
20m clear of: 

a. all setbacks required by clauses MEA-
S14.7.1 A1 and 11.4.2 A3; and 

b. easements or other title restrictions 
that limit or restrict development; and 

(ii) existing buildings are consistent with the 
setback required by clauses MEA-S14.7.1 
A1 and 11.4.2 A3; 

(b) be required for public use by the Crown, a 
council or a State authority; 

P1 

Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, must 
have sufficient useable area and dimensions suitable for 
its intended use and maintains the vegetated landscape 
character, having regard to: 

(a) the relevant requirements for development of 
existing buildings on the lots; 

(b) the intended location of buildings on the lots; 

(c) the topography of the site; 

(d) any natural or landscape values; and 

(e) the pattern of development existing on established 
properties in the area, 

and must be no less than 12ha. 



 

(c) be required for the provision of Utilities; or 

(d) be for the consolidation of a lot with another lot 
provided each lot is within the same zone. 

MEA-S14.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan.



 

MEA-S15.0 Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S15.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S15.1.1 To prohibit direct access to the Highland Lakes Road for additional lots at Upper Golden Valley. 

MEA-S15.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S15.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Upper Golden Valley Specific Area 
Plan on the overlay maps. 

MEA-S15.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in addition to 
the provisions of the Rural Living Zone, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S15.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S15.4 Definition of Terms 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S15.5 Use Table 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S15.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S15.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S15.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S15.8.1 Lot design 

This clause is in addition for Rural Living Zone – clause 11.5.1, Lot design. 

Objective: To prohibit direct access to the Highland Lakes Road for additional lots at Upper Golden 
Valley. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Subdivision must not require direct access to Highland 
Lakes Road. 

P1 
No Performance Criterion. 

MEA-S15.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan.



 

MEA-S18.0 Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S18.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S18.1.1 To provide for residential use for a single dwelling as a permitted use at Travellers Rest. 

MEA-S18.1.2 To provide for development that is compatible with the landscape values of Travellers Rest. 

MEA-S18.1.3 To provide for subdivision for boundary adjustment. 

MEA-S18.1.4 To minimise the visual impacts of vegetation clearance and building development on the prominent 
slopes visible from the Bass Highway and the broader environment through vegetation management 
and appropriate forms of development. 

MEA-S18.1.5 To maintain the visual landscape values of large lot, residential development set amongst mature, 
native vegetation. 

MEA-S18.1.6 To maintain the current lot density and provide for typical residential use and associated development 
on existing lots. 

MEA-S18.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S18.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan on 
the overlay maps. 

MEA-S18.2.2 In the area of land to which this plan applies, the provisions of the specific area plan are in substitution 
for the provisions of the Landscape Conservation Zone, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S18.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S18.4 Definition of Terms 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S18.5 Use Table 

This clause is in substitution for Landscape Conservation Zone – clause 22.2 Use Table  

Use Class Qualification 

No Permit Required 

Natural and Cultural Values 
Management 

 

Passive Recreation  

Permitted 

Residential If for a: 

(a) home-based business; or 



 

Use Class Qualification 

(b) single dwelling. 

Utilities If: 

(a) for minor utilities; or 

(b) electricity transmission infrastructure located within an electricity 
transmission corridor defined in clause C4.3 of the Electricity 
Transmission Infrastructure Protection Code. 

Discretionary 

Community Meeting and 
Entertainment 

If for a place of worship, art and craft centre or public hall. 

Domestic Animal Breeding 
Boarding or Training 

 

Emergency Services  

Food Services If for a gross floor area of not more than 200m². 

General Retail and Hire If associated with a Tourist Operation. 

Resource Development If not for intensive animal husbandry or plantation forestry. 

Sports and Recreation If for an outdoor recreation facility. 

Tourist Operation  

Utilities If not listed as No Permit Required. 

Visitor Accommodation  

Prohibited 

All other uses  

MEA-S18.6 Use Standards 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan  

MEA-S18.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

MEA-S18.7.1 Site Coverage 

This clause is in substitution for Landscape Conservation Zone – clause 22.4.1 Site Coverage A1 and P1. 

Objective: That the site coverage is compatible with the protection, conservation and management of 
the landscape values of the Travellers Rest area. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 P1 



 

Site coverage must be not more than 600m².  Site coverage must be compatible with the landscape 
values of the surrounding area, having regard to: 

(a) the topography of the site; 

(b) the capacity of the site to absorb run-off; 

(c) the size and shape of the site; 

(d) existing buildings and any constraints imposed by 
existing development; 

(e) the existing site coverage of buildings in the 
surrounding area; 

(f) the need to remove vegetation; 

(g) any screening provided by existing or proposed 
vegetation; 

(h) the location of development in relation to cleared 
areas; and 

(i) the location of development in relation to natural 
hazards. 

MEA-S18.7.2 Building height, siting and exterior finishes 

This clause is in substitution for Landscape Conservation Zone – clause 22.4.2 Building height, siting and exterior 
finishes. 

Objective: That building height, siting and exterior finishes :  

(a) is compatible with the existing character and landscape values of the area; 

(b) does not cause an unreasonable loss of amenity to adjoining properties. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Building height must be not more than 8.5m. 

P1 

Building height must be compatible with the landscape 
values and residential amenity of the area, having regard 
to: 

(a) the height, bulk and form of proposed buildings; 

(b) the height, bulk and form of existing buildings; 

(c) the topography of the site; 

(d) the visual impact of the buildings when viewed from 
roads, public places and adjoining properties; and 

(e) the landscape values of the surrounding area. 

A2 
Buildings must have a setback from a frontage not less 
than 10m. 

P2 
Building setback from a frontage must be compatible with 
the landscape values of the surrounding area, having 
regard to: 

(a) the topography of the site;  

(b)  the frontage setbacks of adjacent buildings;  

(c) the height, bulk and form of existing and proposed 
buildings; 

(d) the appearance when viewed from roads and public 
places; 

(e) the safety of road users; and 

(f) the retention of vegetation. 



 

A3 
Buildings must have a setback from side and rear 
boundaries not less than 10m. 

P3 
Buildings must be sited to not cause an unreasonable 
loss of amenity to adjoining properties and be compatible 
with landscape values of the site, having regard to: 

(a) the topography of the site; 

(b) the size, shape and orientation of the site; 

(c) the side and rear setbacks of adjacent buildings; 

(d) the height, bulk and form of existing and proposed 
buildings; 

(e) the need to remove vegetation as part of the 
development; 

(f) the appearance when viewed from roads and public 
places; and 

(g) the landscape values of the surrounding area. 

A4 
Exterior building finishes must have a light reflectance 
value not more than 40%, in dark natural tones of grey, 
green or brown. 

P4 
Exterior building finishes must not cause an 
unreasonable loss of amenity to occupiers of adjoining 
properties or detract from the landscape values of the site 
or surrounding area, having regard to: 

(a) the appearance of the building when viewed from 
roads or public places in the surrounding area; 

(b) any screening vegetation; and 

(c) the nature of the exterior finishes. 

 

MEA-S18.7.3 Landscape protection 

This clause is in substitution for Landscape Conservation Zone – clause 22.4.4 Landscape protection. 

Objective: That development is compatible with the landscape values of the site and surrounding 
area. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Buildings and works, must: 

(a) be located within a building area, shown on a 
sealed plan;  

(b) be for electricity transmission infrastructure in an 
inner protection area, defined in clause C4.3 of the 
Electricity Transmission Infrastructure Protection 
Code; or 

(c) be an alteration or extension to an existing building 
providing it is not more than the existing building 
height; and 

(d) not include cut greater than 3m and fill greater than 
1m; and 

(e) be not less than 50m in elevation below a skyline; 

(f) limit the clearance of vegetation for habitable 
buildings, or non-habitable buildings within 6m of a 
habitable building, to: 

P1.1 
Buildings and works must be located to 
minimise impacts on landscape values, having 
regard to: 

(a) the topography of the site; 

(b) the size and shape of the site; 

(c) the proposed building height, size and bulk; 

(d) any constraints imposed by existing 
development; 

(e) visual impact when viewed from roads, 
public places and adjoining properties; 

(f) the extent of vegetation to be removed;  

(g) any screening provided by existing or 
proposed vegetation; and 

 



 

(i) Upslope/Cross slope: 15m to woodland + 
8m fuel modified zone; 

(ii) 10-15 degrees downslope: 28m + 13m fuel 
modified zone; 

(iii) 15-20 degree downslope 36m to woodland + 
15m fuel modified zone; 

(g) limit the clearance of vegetation for non-habitable 
buildings to 10m; 

(h) limit the clearance of vegetation for access to no 
more than 5m with a vertical clearance of 4m.  

P1.2 
If the building and works are less than 50m in 
elevation below a skyline, there are no other 
suitable building areas on the site. 

MEA-S18.7.4 Electricity transmission development 

This clause is in addition to Landscape Conservation Zone – clause 22.4 Development Standards for Building and 
Works 

Objective: To provide for development of electricity transmission infrastructure within the electricity 
transmission corridor. 

Acceptable Solution Performance Criteria 

A1 
Buildings and works for electricity infrastructure must 
be located within the inner protection area defined in 
clause C4.3 of the Electricity Transmission 
Infrastructure Protection Code. 

P1 
Buildings and works not located within the inner 
protection area, must not cause an 
unreasonable loss of visual amenity, having 
regard to: 

(a) the need to locate the development outside 
of an existing electricity transmission 
corridor; 

(b) the siting and design the development; 

(c) best practice methods to reduce the visual 
impact of the development; 

(d) the need to minimise clearing of vegetation; 
and 

(e) functional and safety requirements to 
establish, operate and maintain the 
development. 

MEA-S18.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

 MEA-S18.8.1 Lot design 

This clause is in substitution for Landscape Conservation Zone- clause 22.5.1 Lot Design A1 and P1. 

Objective: To provide for subdivision for boundary adjustment. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
(a) Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of 

subdivision, must: 

(i) be required for public use by the 
Crown, a council or a State authority; 
or 

(ii) be required for the provision of 
Utilities. 

 

P1 
Each lot, or a proposed lot in a plan of 
subdivision, must have sufficient useable area 
and dimensions suitable for its intended use, 
having regard to: 

(a) the relevant Acceptable Solutions for 
development of buildings on the lots; 

(b) existing buildings and the location of 
intended buildings on the lot; 



 

(c) the ability to retain vegetation and protect 
landscape values on each lot; 

(d) the topography of the site; and 

(e) the pattern of development existing on 
established properties in the area,  

and must not create additional lots. 

 

MEA-S18.9 Tables 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan.



 
 

MEA-S20.0 Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan 

MEA-S20.1 Plan Purpose 

The purpose of the Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan is: 

MEA-S20.1.1  To provide for diverse housing outcomes that promote Livable Housing. 

MEA-S20.1.2 To provide for non-residential use and development that is compatible with higher density 
residential development. 

MEA-S20.1.3 To provide for a landscape recreation corridor in accordance with the layout shown in Figure 
MEA-S20.1. 

MEA-S20.1.4 To coordinate the provision of water and sewer infrastructure for development. 

MEA-S20.2 Application of this Plan 

MEA-S20.2.1 The specific area plan applies to the area of land designated as MEA-S20.0 Entally Lodge 
Specific Area Plan on the overlay maps and in Figure S20.1. 

MEA-S20.2.2  In the area of land this plan applies to, the provisions of the specific area plan are in substitution 
for, and are in addition to the provisions of the General Residential Zone and the Parking and 
Sustainable Transport Code, as specified in the relevant provision. 

MEA-S20.3 Local Area Objectives 

This sub-clause is not used in this specific area plan. 

MEA-S20.4 Definition of Terms 

MEA-S20.4.1 In this Specific Area Plan, unless the contrary intention appears: 

Term Definition 

livable housing means a housing development design that provides for the needs of residents 
during the whole of their life or can be adapted to meet the needs of those 
with impaired mobility and other special needs. Livable housing must include 
the following elements:1 

(a) Access to dwellings and pathways: 

(i) car park to entrance is step free or a step ramp less than 190mm in 
height,  maximum 1:10 gradient, minimum 1.9m long with landings to 
either side; 

(ii) minimum 1m width, slip resistant surface, maximum 1:14 gradient,  
landings with a minimum length of 1.2m every 9m for 1:14 gradient or 
every 15m for a gradient of 1:20 or greater; 

(iii) pathways are step free;  

                                                           
1 Livable Housing Design Guidelines 2nd Ed published by Livable Housing Australia, 2012 



 
 

(b) Entrance to dwellings: 

(i) door has a clear opening of 820mm; 

(ii) is step free or a step ramp less than 190mm in height,  minimum 1:10 
gradient, minimum 1.9m long with landings to either side; 

(iii) is under cover for a length of 1.2m; 

(iv) has a landing with a minimum 1.1m width and a minimum 1.2m length; 

(c) Internal Layout: 

(i) is on one level (transition tolerance of 5mm); 

(ii) doors have a clear opening of 820mm; 

(iii) corridors have a clear width of 1m; 

(d) Toilet:2 

(i) minimum 1.4m clear space from encroachments, walls or door swing 
(may include removable fixtures) on two sides; 

(ii) grabrail installation enabled;  

(e) Shower: 

(i) slip resistant surface; 

(ii) is hob-less or step free; 

(iii) may include removable fixtures 

(iv) Kitchen and Laundry 

(v) Minimum 1.2m clearances 

shared water and 
sewer infrastructure  

means water and sewer infrastructure that is required to be upgraded to 
accommodate development and which will also provide infrastructure capacity 
to more than one landowner.  

MEA-S20.5 Use Table 

MEA-S20.5.1 Use Table.  

This clause is in substitution for General Residential Zone – clause 8.2 Use Table. 

Use Class Qualification 

No Permit Required 

Natural and Cultural Values Management  

Passive Recreation  

Residential 
If for multiple dwelling, communal dwelling or 
assisted housing and 50% of the development is for 
livable housing. 

                                                           
2 AS1428.1  Design for Access and Mobility AMDT Nov 2010 



 
 

Utilities If for minor utilities. 

Permitted 

No Permitted uses.  

Discretionary 

Business and Professional Services If for a consulting room, medical centre, or for the 
provision of residential support services. 

Community Meeting and Entertainment 
If for a place of worship, art and craft centre, 
public hall, community centre or neighbourhood 
centre. 

Educational and Occasional Care If not for a tertiary institution. 

Emergency Services  

Food Services If not for a take away food premises with a drive 
through facility. 

General Retail and Hire If for a local shop. 

Residential If not listed as No Permit Required 

Sports and Recreation If for a fitness centre, gymnasium, public 
swimming pool or sports ground. 

Utilities If not listed as No Permit Required. 

Visitor Accommodation  

Prohibited 

All other uses  

MEA-S20.6 Use Standards 

MEA-S20.6.1 Discretionary Uses  

This clause is in substitution of General Residential Zone - clause 8.3 Use Standards. 

Objective That Discretionary uses are integrated in a manner that does not compromise the 
amenity of higher density housing for livable housing, assisted housing and communal 
dwellings.  

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
No Acceptable Solution. 

P1 
Discretionary uses must: 

(a) be located to protect the privacy of 
livable housing, assisted housing and 
communal dwellings; and  



 
 

(b) be of a scale that is compatible with, and 
supports, the priority use of the site for 
livable housing.    

MEA-S20.7 Development Standards for Buildings and Works 

MEA-S20.7.1 Development plan  

This clause is in addition to General Residential Zone – clause 8.4 Development Standards for Dwellings. 

Objective That development: 
(a) enhances the visual amenity of the site when viewed from Meander Valley Road 

through a landscaped frontage; and 
(b) provides recreational amenity for residents through a landscaped recreation 

corridor. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Development must not be within the landscaped 
recreation corridor in Figure MEA-S20.1. 
 

P1 
Development is to provide for visual and 
recreational amenity through landscaping and 
common open space  having regard to: 
(a) topographical constraints; 

(b) infrastructure and servicing; 

(c) proposed and future pedestrian access and 
mobility through the site; 

(d) any particular needs of residents;  

(e) access to common facilities; and 

(f) visual amenity of the site when viewed from 
Meander Valley Road.  

MEA-S20.7.2 Density  

This clause is in substitution of General Residential Zone - clause 8.4.1 Residential Density for Multiple 
Dwellings. 

Objective That the density of dwellings: 
(a) makes efficient use of land for diverse types of housing; and 
(b) provides amenity for the differing needs of residents. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Multiple dwellings, communal dwellings or assisted 
housing must have a site area per dwelling: 
(a) not less than 225m2 for livable housing; or 

(b) not less than 325m2. 

 

P1 
Density of residential development makes efficient 
use of land for diverse types of housing and 
amenity of residents, having regard to: 
(a) topographical constraints; 

(b) infrastructure and servicing; 

(c) proposed and future pedestrian access and 
mobility through the site and to public 



 
 

transport; 

(d) vehicular access through the site; 

(e) vehicle parking for residents and visiting 
services; 

(f) any particular needs of residents; and 

(g) the provision of private open space or 
common open space.    

MEA-S20.7.3 Site Coverage 

This clause is in substitution of General Residential Zone - clause 8.4.3 Site Coverage and Private Open 
Space for all dwellings.  

Objective That site coverage protects residential amenity through appropriate siting and design of 
development to provide adequate: 
(a) privacy and separation between dwellings; 
(b) separation of dwellings from vehicular traffic and common open space; and 
(c) sunlight to habitable rooms. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 
Dwellings must have a site coverage of: 

(a) not more than 60% if the development includes 
50% or greater portion of livable housing; or  

(b) not more than 50%. 

P1 
Dwellings must have a site coverage that protects 
residential amenity, having regard to: 

(a) topographical constraints; 

(b) infrastructure and servicing; 

(c) vehicular access through the site; 

(d) vehicle parking for residents and visiting 
services; 

(e) siting and scale of buildings; 

(f) any particular needs of residents;  

(g) the provision of private open space or common 
open space; 

(h) access to sunlight for habitable rooms. 

MEA-S20.7.4 Private Open Space 

This clause is in substitution of General Residential Zone - clause 8.4.3 Site Coverage and Private Open 
Space for all dwellings.  

Objective  To provide private open space: 
(a) for outdoor recreation and the operational needs particular to residents; and 
(b) that has reasonable access to sunlight. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 



 
 

A1.1 
A multiple dwelling, communal dwelling or assisted 
housing for livable housing must have private open 
space that: 

(a) is in one location; 

(b) has an area not less that 24m2; 

(c) has a minimum dimension of 4m;  

(d) is level; and  

(e) receives sunlight to 50% of the area for 3 hours 
between 9.00am and 3.00pm on the 21st June, or  

A1.2 
Dwellings must have private open space that: 

(a) has a total area of not less than 60m2 associated 
with each dwelling of which 24m2 is in one 
location;  

(b) has a minimum dimension of 4m;  

(c) has a gradient not steeper than 1:10; and 

(d) provides for sunlight: 

(i) to 50% of the area for 3 hours between 
9.00am and 3.00pm on the 21st June, or 

(ii) where a dwelling (excluding an outbuilding 
with a building height not more than 2.4m or 
protrusions that extend not more than 0.9m 
horizontally from the multiple dwelling) is 
located to the north of the private open 
space of another dwelling on the same site, 
the dwelling is contained within a line 
projecting: 

a. at a distance of 3m from the northern 
edge of the private open space, and 

b. vertically to a height of 3m above 
existing ground level and then at an 
angle of 45 degrees from the horizontal. 

(see Figure 8.4 of 8.4.4) 

P1 
Dwellings must have private open space that is 
capable of serving as an extension of the dwelling for 
outdoor relaxation, having regard to:  

(a) reasonable recreation or domestic needs of the 
residents; and 

(b) access to common open space that provides for 
outdoor activities; and 

(c) has reasonable access to sunlight. 

MEA-S20.7.5 Car parking 

This clause is in addition to C 2..0 Parking and Sustainable Transport Code. 

Objective: To provide car parking appropriate to the needs of residents of livable housing. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 



 
 

A1 

Car parking for Livable Housing must provide a 
minimum of one car parking space adjacent to each 
dwelling: 

(a) with dimensions not less than 3.2m width and a 
5.4m length; 

(b) with a gradient not steeper than 1:33; and 

(c) treated in a slip resistant surface. 

P1 

No Performance Criterion. 

MEA-S20.7.6 Infrastructure Contribution 

This clause is in addition to General Residential Zone - clause 8.4 Development Standards for Dwellings and 
clause 8.5 Development Standards for Non-dwellings. 

Objective: To provide for a Part 5 agreement, prior to the development of land, to ensure that 
developer contributions are made towards the establishment costs of shared water and 
sewer infrastructure. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 

Where development relies on shared water and sewer 
infrastructure, an agreement pursuant to Part 5 – 
section 71 of the Act is entered into and registered on 
the title, providing for the schedule of costs and 
developer contribution toward shared water and sewer 
infrastructure. 

P1 

No Performance Criterion. 

MEA-S20.8 Development Standards for Subdivision 

MEA-S20.8.1 Infrastructure Contribution  

This clause is in addition to General Residential Zone - clause 8.6, Development Standards for Subdivision. 

Objective: To provide for a Part 5 agreement, prior to the development of land, to ensure that 
developer contributions are made towards the establishment costs of shared water and 
sewer infrastructure. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 

An agreement pursuant to Part 5 – section 71 of the 
Act is entered into and registered on the title, providing 
for the schedule of costs and developer contribution 
toward shared water and sewer infrastructure. 

P1 

No Performance Criterion. 

MEA-S20.8.2 Lot Design 

This clause is in substitution for General Residential Zone - clause 8.6.1 Lot Design A1 and P1. 



 
 

Objective: That subdivision provides for a mix of housing types to enable higher density development of 
multiple dwellings, communal dwellings or assisted housing. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A1 

Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, 
must:  

(a) be required for public use by the Crown, a 
council or a State authority;  

(b) be required for the provision of Utilities; or  

(c) be for the consolidation of a lot with another lot 
provided each lot is within the same zone. 

P1 

Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, must 
have sufficient useable area and dimensions suitable 
for its intended use and provide for an arrangement that 
facilitates a mix of housing types, having regard to: 

(a) the topography of the site; 

(b) access and vehicular manoeuvrability and parking; 

(c) internal pedestrian mobility through the site to 
resident services and facilities for existing or future 
development; and  

(d) the location of any common open space, 

 and have an area of not less than 450m2. 

 



 

Figure MEA-S20.1 - Plan 
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DECISION 

Local Provisions Schedule  Meander Valley 

Date of decision 24 February 2020 

Under section 35K(1)(c) of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, the Commission rejects 
the draft LPS and directs the planning authority to substantially modify parts of the draft LPS in 
accordance with the notice at Attachment 2. 

  
John Ramsay Roger Howlett  
Delegate (Chair) Delegate 

Disclosure statement 

John Ramsay, a Commission delegate considering the Meander Valley draft LPS disclosed at a 
hearing held on 22 May 2019 and 3 June 2019, when a representor raised matters concerning the 
forest practices system, his position as Chairperson of the Forest Practices Authority.  There were no 
objections to John Ramsay continuing to consider and determine any matter relevant to the draft 
LPS. 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 

Background 

The Meander Valley Planning Authority (the planning authority) exhibited the Meander Valley draft 
Local Provisions Schedule (the draft LPS), under section 35D of Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 
1993 (the Act), from 20 October 2018 until 21 December 2018. 

On 10 April 2019 the planning authority provided the Commission with a report under section 35F(1) 
into 41 representations received on the draft LPS. A list of representations is at Attachment 1. 

The Commission must hold a hearing in relation to representations to the draft LPS under section 35H 
of the Act. 

Date and place of hearing  

A directions hearing was held at the Meander Valley Council offices, 26 Lyall Street, Westbury on  
2 May 2019.  

A hearing was held at the Meander Valley Council offices, 26 Lyall Street, Westbury on: 

• 22, 23, 24, 29, 30, and 31 May 2019; 

• 3, 4, and 7 June 2019; 

• 5 November 2019; and 

• 2 December 2019. 

Consideration of the draft LPS 

1. Under section 35J(1) of the Act the Commission must consider: 

• the planning authority section 35F(1) report and the draft LPS to which it relates;  

• the information obtained at the hearings;  

• whether it is satisfied that the draft LPS meets the LPS criteria under section 34 of the Act; 
and 

• whether modifications ought to be made to the draft LPS. 

2. Under section 35J(2) of the Act the Commission may also consider whether there are any 
matters that relate to issues of a technical nature or may be relevant to the implementation of 
the Local Provisions Schedule if the Local Provisions Schedule were approved. 

3. The LPS criteria to be met by the draft LPS are:  

(a) contains all the provisions that the State Planning Provisions (SPPs) specify must be 
contained in an LPS;  

(b) is in accordance with section 32 of the Act;  
(c) furthers the objectives set out in Schedule 1 of the Act;  
(d) is consistent with each State policy;  
(e) as far as practicable, is consistent with the regional land use strategy, if any, for the 

regional area in which is situated the land to which the relevant planning instrument 
relates;  

(f) has regard to the strategic plan, prepared under section 66 of the Local Government Act 
1993, that applies in relation to the land to which the relevant planning instrument 
relates; 

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#GS32@EN
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#JS1@EN
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-095#GS66@EN
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-095#GS66@EN
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-095
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(g) as far as practicable, is consistent with and co-ordinated with any LPSs that apply to 
municipal areas that are adjacent to the municipal area to which the relevant planning 
instrument relates; and 

(h) has regard to the safety requirements set out in the standards prescribed under the Gas 
Pipelines Act 2000. 

4. The relevant regional land use strategy is the Northern Tasmania Regional Land Use Strategy 
2016 (regional strategy). 

5. In addition to the LPS criteria, the Commission has considered Guideline No. 1 – Local Provisions 
Schedule (LPS): zone and code application (Guideline No. 1) issued under section 8A of the Act. 

6. The requirements for making modifications to the draft LPS are set out under section 35K of the 
Act. The modifications can be broadly categorised as modifications [section 35K(1)(a) and (b)] or 
substantial modifications [section 35K(1)(c)(ii)]. 

7. The Commission may also reject the draft LPS and request that the planning authority prepare a 
substitute [section 35K(c)(i)]. 

8. When considering the requirements of section 35J and whether modifications ought to be made, 
the Commission must determine firstly, whether the modification has merit, and secondly, if it is 
a substantial modification. 

9. Where the Commission has determined modifications ought to be made, and these are 
substantial, these have been set out in a notice under 35K(1)(c) of the Act (see Attachment 2). 

Issues raised in the representations  

General Residential Zone - Entally Lodge 

10. Representations: Woolcott Surveys for Entally Lodge Pty Ltd (27), and Meander Valley Council 
(8). 

11. The representors requested a revision to the zone for parts of 3 properties at Rutherglen Road, 
Hadspen from the Rural Zone and Local Business Zone to the General Residential Zone. The 
reasons include: 

• to provide for infill development as an extension to the existing development; 

• to prevent the Local Business Zone from providing ‘out of centre’ development, in the 
context of the Hadspen settlement; and 

• to align the zoning with the regional strategy policies for the regional settlement network, 
its contained urban growth areas and regional activity centre network. 

12. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended the zoning be revised to the 
General Residential Zone in accordance with the representations. 

13. At the hearing, the planning authority submitted: 

• the application of the General Residential Zone is consistent with the regional strategy, as 
the land is identified as being in a growth corridor; 

  

https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-2000-091
https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-2000-091
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• application of the Local Business Zone is not consistent with the regional strategy activity 
centre network, as ‘it does not consolidate and reinforce the spatial hierarchy of existing 
centres…including the consolidate provision…of business facilities, such as, the proposed 
centre at Hadspen’. 

14. At the hearing, a representor submitted that adjoining properties would not be impacted by the 
proposal, as a right of way, extending from Rutherglen Road provides access to the relevant 
properties. 

15. Following the hearing the representors provided a submission that the zone change: 

• in addition to being consistent with the urban growth corridor, is strategically justified by 
and consistent with regional strategy policies and actions:  

- RSN-A3 to apply zoning that provides for the ability to restructure 
under-utilised land; 

- RSN-A5 as livable housing supports ‘ageing in home’ housing options; 
and  

- RSN-A6 to encourage urban residential expansion in and around 
the…activity centre network; 

• had suitable road access, demonstrated by a 2015 traffic impact assessment by Pitt and 
Sherry (previously prepared for a market on the adjoining site), that identifies sight 
distances are in excess of AUSTROADS requirements and at an estimated 140 peak hour 
vehicle movements or 900 daily vehicle movements it was expected to have minimal 
impact on the safety and operation of the surrounding road network; 

• is capable of being serviced with sewer and is already serviced with water; and 

• is not subject to constraints, noting where the Meander Valley Road is subject to a scenic 
road corridor, the associated SAP proposes the retention of a landscape buffer. 

16. The Department of State Growth submitted that the traffic impact statement was out of date 
and applicable for a different use.  The Department further submitted that the appropriateness 
of the proposed zoning and the potential impact on Meander Valley Road and integration with 
public transport (bus) services, should be further considered in the context of the proposed zone 
change. 

Commission consideration 

17. The Commission notes the extensive application of the Local Business Zone at Rutherglen is not, 
as far as practicable, consistent with the regional strategy.  Rutherglen is included in the regional 
strategy as part of the Hadspen satellite centre in the activity centre hierarchy, and the Hadspen 
Growth Area Master Plan sets out an extended town centre (not including Rutherglen) 
containing the retail, business and community services and facilities required to meet the needs 
of the local population. 

18. The Commission accepts the representors and planning authority submissions that the proposed 
zone change is, as far as practicable, consistent with the regional strategy policies and actions 
related to the retail centre hierarchy and urban growth areas. However, the Commission also 
considers that there is a public interest in the proposed zone change as: 

• the Department of State Growth’s submission identifies that potential impacts on the 
road network and integration with public transport should be further considered; and 

• due to a right of carriage way over the land, there may be an impact upon the adjoining 
landowners or occupants. 

19. The Commission notes that the scenic road corridor overlay should only be mapped where the 
Scenic Protection Code applies, as listed in clause C8.2.1 of the SPPs, and that the Scenic 
Protection Code does not apply to development in the General Residential Zone. 
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20. The Commission further notes that the Minister’s declaration under Schedule 8, clause 8D 
requires the scenic road corridor to transition, excluding zones where the overlay does not apply, 
such as, the General Residential Zone. 

21. The Commission considers removing the scenic road corridor overlay from areas modified to the 
General Residential Zone is consistent with that declaration. 

Commission decision 

22. Modification: 

• Revise the zoning of parts of folios of the Register 127277/1, 111014/2, and 20627/2 
outlined as ‘Specific Area Plan’ in Figure MEA-S20.1 of Annexure A, and the adjoining 
portions of Rutherglen Road (to the road centreline), to the General Residential Zone; and 

• Revise the transitioning scenic road corridor overlay by deleting the overlay from the 
General Residential Zone. 

23. Reason: 

• To be as far as practicable consistent with the regional strategy. 

• To be consistent with provisions of the State Planning Provisions, in the application of the 
scenic road corridor. 

• The Commission considers that the modifications are a substantial modification as there 
may be a public interest in the modifications. 

Low Density Residential Zone - 1 Meander Valley Road, Westbury 

24. Representation: G and S Sackley (25). 

25. The representors requested that the portion of the property containing the Westbury Inn, in the 
Rural Zone, be revised to the Village Zone or Low Density Residential Zone. The reasons included: 

• the remainder of the lot is zoned Village; 

• the adjoining lot is zoned Low Density Residential; 

• the rural zoned portion of the lot is approximately 1ha and has no viable rural use; 

• this part of the lot is high and dry with frontage to Emu Plains Road; and 

• this part of the lot has access to water services and may be serviceable with sewer. 

26. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended that the zoning is revised to the 
Low Density Residential Zone, and that the adjacent road reserve be revised to the Utilities Zone. 

27. The planning authority noted that the part of the property provided opportunity for infill 
development while maintaining provision for setback from the adjacent railway and that the 
adjoining Crown reserved road should be zoned Utilities consistent with the adjoining state rail 
network. 
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28. At the hearing, the planning authority submitted the site was not serviced and that application of 
the Low Density Residential Zone was preferable to the Village Zone, as it provided for a level of 
development at an intensity more consistent with the lack of services and constraints from the 
adjacent railway. 

Commission consideration 

29. The Commission notes that this site is within the area identified in Map E.1 Northern Tasmania – 
Regional Settlement and Activity Centre Network where Westbury is identified as a Rural Town 
and as having a Neighbourhood/Town Centre in the Activity Centre classification. 

30. The Commission considers the recommended change to the Low Density Residential Zone is as 
far as practicable, consistent with regional strategy policies and actions RSN-P2, RSN-A4 and 
RSN-A6 as it encourages urban residential expansion in and around the region’s activity centre 
network, while matching the existing infrastructure capacity delivered by TasWater; and 
consequently provides for the existing settlement to supports the local economy to concentrate 
investment in the improvements of services and infrastructure. 

31. The Commission notes that a portion of land, in unknown ownership, is on the western extent 
boundary of this lot (on the same alignment as Webster Street).  As the ownership of this land is 
in question, the Commission considers that any modification to the zoning of this land has the 
potential to impact on landowner property rights. 

32. The Commission considers that the land, to the eastern side of the portion of the lot should be 
zoned Low Density Residential to reflect the proposed and modified zonings of the adjoining 
land. 

33. While the planning authority has recommended the adjoining unformed reserved road be zoned 
Utilities, the Commission considers that there is no identified planning reason for the application 
of the Utilities Zone and that the adjoining unformed road and portion of Emu Plains Road 
should be zoned Low Density Residential to the road centreline and centre of the reserved road 
for consistency with Practice Note 7 – Draft LPS mapping: technical advice. 

Commission decision 

34. Modification: 

• Revise the zoning of the part of folio of the Register 42629/1 in the Rural Zone, to the Low 
Density Residential Zone and revise the zoning of portions of adjoining roads and 
properties in accordance with the area outlined in black in the notice under section 
35K(1)(c). 

35. Reason: 

• To be as far as practicable, consistent with the regional strategy and to apply zones at 
boundaries consistent with Practice Note 7 - Draft LPS mapping: technical advice. 

• The Commission considers that the modification is a substantial modification as there 
may be a public interest in the modification. 

Deloraine Specific Area Plan 

36. Representation: Meander Valley Council (8). 

37. The representor requested the Deloraine Specific Area Plan (Deloraine SAP) be revised to 
provide an Acceptable Solution for 1500m² lot sizes. The reasons included: 

• the standard lot dimensions were in line with the Low Density Residential Zone, where 
lots can be serviced with wastewater disposal; and 

• there are forthcoming works to extend the service mains along east Goderich Street, 
providing capacity to connect some areas to reticulated services in the future. 
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38. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended that MEA-S8.8.1 Lot design A1 
be revised to provide an alternative Acceptable Solution consistent with clause 10.6.1 A1(a) of 
the Low Density Residential Zone, with the additional requirement that each lot can connect to 
reticulated water supply, sewer and stormwater services. 

39. At the hearing, issues including the drafting of the proposed revisions, how they meet section 
32(4) of the Act, or alternatively whether the serviceable areas should be excluded from the 
Deloraine SAP were heard and further submissions requested from the planning authority. 

40. Following the hearing, the planning authority submitted: 

• a plan showing the potential future sewer gravity main; 

• that future connection to a sewer main was dependent upon capacity of the sewerage 
treatment plant and will require approval of TasWater; 

• that subject to future capacity, construction of additional sewer lines and pumping 
stations, and the like, servicing could be extended to additional parts of the Deloraine 
SAP; 

• an absolute minimum lot size be included in the Deloraine SAP where a lot is capable of 
connection to a reticulated water supply, sewer and stormwater services; and 

• the proposed revisions bring the Deloraine SAP provisions into greater conformity with 
the provisions of the Low Density Residential Zone. 

Commission consideration 

41. The Commission notes local area objective MEA-S8.3.1.1 and objective MEA-S8.8.1 are focused 
on the constraints of the land to accommodate drainage and wastewater disposal without 
adversely impacting on adjoining land. 

42. The Commission accepts the planning authority submissions, that if the land is serviced with 
sewer and stormwater services, it will mitigate the potential for adverse impacts on adjoining 
land caused by on-site wastewater treatment and stormwater management. 

43. The Commission considers that modifications are required to MEA-S8.8.1 Lot design to provide 
for consideration of available services. 

44. The Commission further considers that the inclusion of an absolute minimum lot size, consistent 
with the provisions of the SPPs, should be included to implement the purpose of the Low Density 
Residential Zone. 

Commission decision 

45. Modification: 

• Revise the MEA-S8.0 Deloraine Specific Area Plan to provide for subdivision at increased 
densities where sites can connect to reticulated water supply, sewer and stormwater 
services or adequately manage disposal, as set out in Annexure A. 
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46. Reason:  

• To achieve the effect intended by the purpose and objectives of the specific area plan. 

• The modifications warrant public exposure and the opportunity for further public 
scrutiny, as the Deloraine SAP will change substantially as a consequence of all the 
combined modifications. 

Kimberley Specific Area Plan 

47. Representation: D Masters (33). 

48. The representor requested the Kimberley Specific Area Plan (Kimberley SAP) be removed from 
folio of the Register 112311/100 and the Rural Living Zone B lot size area apply to provide for 
subdivision. 

49. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended that: 

• MEA-S14.0 Kimberley SAP be deleted; and 

• Rural Living Zone B be applied to the extent of the Rural Living Zone east of Railton Road. 

50. The planning authority suggested that: 

• as a consequence of the Commission issuing a notice under section 35(5) of the Act prior 
to exhibition to delete the proposed Kimberley Settlement Specific Area Plan from the 
draft LPS, subdivision and densification of the Low Density Residential Zone at Kimberley 
would occur; and 

• removal of the prohibition on subdivision  would result in a perverse outcome where the 
adjoining Rural Living Zone at Kimberley is penalised, and cannot enjoy the same 
entitlement for densification due to the prohibition on subdivision contained in 
MEA-S14.0 Kimberley Specific Area Plan. 

51. The planning authority further suggested the Rural Living Zone at Kimberley is more suitable to 
densification than the Low Density Residential Zone, and if the Kimberley Settlement is suitable 
to allow densification, the approach should be taken to the settlement as a whole, otherwise the 
Resource Management and Planning System objectives for fair and orderly development are 
contradicted. 

52. The planning authority noted the removal of the Kimberley SAP and application of the Rural 
Living Zone B meets the regional strategy criteria for densification of a rural residential area as: 

• it is located less than 15 minutes drive from Railton and 8 minutes drive from Elizabeth 
Town for basic services; 

• the land is mainly cleared and can provide for development areas that are free of flood 
and bushfire hazard; 

• it is served by through roads in the event of bushfire and access is maintained in the event 
of a flood; and 

• it can provide for appropriate buffering to adjoining resource development activities. 
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53. The planning authority further noted: 

• the eastern side of the settlement is suitable for application of the Rural Living Zone B 
with a minimum lot size of 2 hectares due to the occurrence of numerous smaller lots in 
this area, the ability to access public roads and the natural boundaries of the area 
including the Low Density Residential Zone, railway corridor and State reserve; and  

• the western side of the settlement is suitable for the Rural Living Zone D, providing for the 
creation of larger lots as a transition to adjoining agricultural land. 

54. At the hearing, the planning authority: 

• stated, as the Kimberley Settlement Specific Area Plan was excluded from the exhibited 
draft LPS, the same justification applies to the adjoining Rural Living Zone; 

• noted the Rural Living Zone on the eastern side of Railton Road, could provide for 4 or 5 
additional lots if the Rural Living Zone B was applied; and 

• noted the Rural Living Zone on the western side of Railton Road could provide for 9 
additional lots. 

55. The Commission noted the regional strategy required consideration of the application of the Low 
Density Residential Zone and Rural Living Zone against different policies and actions, and 
questioned why the justification for inclusion of the Kimberley SAP under section 32(4) detailed 
in the supporting report was no longer applicable. 

56. The planning authority advised it had reconsidered its position and did not consider the 
justification remained applicable. 

57. Following the hearing, the planning authority submitted: 

• the Commission notice to remove the Kimberley SAP proposed over the Low Density 
Residential Zone at Kimberley, changes the strategic approach for development of the 
Rural Living Zone at the periphery of the Kimberley settlement; 

• it was not appropriate that one part (the Low Density Residential Zone) of a settlement is 
provided development opportunity while the other part (the Rural Living Zone) is not, as 
it does not represent fair, orderly and sustainable use and development in accordance the 
objectives of the Act; 

• while the planning authority had previously considered that consolidation and growth of 
rural residential areas at Kimberley did not meet regional strategy action RSN-A26 due to 
the proximity to services, the planning authority now considered that an approximate 14 
minute drive time to Sheffield is reasonable proximity to existing settlements containing 
social services; and 

• the rationale for the zone allocation is set out in the section 35F report. 

Commission consideration 

58. The Commission does not agree with the planning authority contention that not including a SAP 
over the Low Density Residential Zone at Kimberly requires development potential to be 
provided to the adjoining Rural Living Zones. 

59. The Commission notes, in its notice under section 35(5)(b) and Schedule 6, clauses 8C(5)(a) and 
8D(9)(a) of 6 September 2019, it set out: 

The Commission is not satisfied that the following provisions meet the LPS Criteria 
under section 34(2) of the Act as the provisions do not meet the requirements of 
section 32(4) and the Meander Valley draft LPS is to be modified by deleting the 
following and renumbering the remaining draft LPS provisions: 

(a) MEA-S10.0 Kimberley Settlement Specific Area Plan 

Reason: There are no particular qualities that require unique provisions as the existing 
pattern of subdivision provides for the land to be developed at higher densities than 
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the proposed provisions and will not achieve the particular qualities of spatial 
separation between dwellings. 

60. The Commission notes that the LPS criteria in section 34 of the Act, including section 32(4), are 
the relevant considerations for determining the provisions of the LPS. 

61. The Commission does not consider that there is insufficient evidence submitted to determine 
that not including a SAP over the Low Density Residential Zone means the inclusion of the 
Kimberley Specific Area Plan does not meet the Part 1 objective of the Resource Management 
and Planning System of Tasmania to provide for the fair, orderly and sustainable use and 
development of air land and water under Schedule 1 of the Act. 

62. The Commission notes that relevant strategies, such as, the regional strategy, express policies 
and actions for furthering the objectives set out in Schedule 1 of the Act. 

63. The Commission considers that regional strategy action RSN-A26 is particularly relevant in 
considering the consolidation and growth opportunities in the rural residential area (Rural Living 
Zone) at Kimberley. 

64. The Commission accepts the planning authority submissions that: 

• Kimberley is located in proximity to the existing settlement of Sheffield that contains 
social services; 

• the site has access to road infrastructure; 

• the proposed change considers natural hazard management; and 

• impact on agricultural land are minimised. 

65. The Commission considers that the removal of the Kimberley SAP and proposed zone change has 
a public interest as there may be impact on the property rights of landowners or occupiers of 
land subject to the Kimberley SAP or the proposed zone change to Rural Living Zone B. 

Commission decision 

66. Modification: 

• Modify the draft LPS to delete MEA-S14.0 Kimberley Specific Area Plan; and 

• Revise the Rural Living Zone D at Kimberley, located to the east of Railton Road, to the 
Rural Living Zone B. 

67. Reason: 

• To be as far as practicable, consistent with the regional strategy. 

• The Commission considers that the modifications are a substantial modification as there 
may be a public interest in the modifications. 

Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan 

68. Representation: PDA Surveyors for D Steer (37) 

69. The representor supported the application of the Rural Living Zone D. 
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70. The representor requested MEA-S15.0 Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plan (Upper Golden 
Valley SAP) be removed from the property. The reasons included: 

• the creation of additional lots is prohibited; 

• the land has access from Tiers View Road and not the Lake Highway (Highland Lakes 
Road);  

• vegetation removal was not required to provide a house site; and 

• the site could be subdivided into 2 lots, under Rural Living Zone D. 

71. The representor provided a plan of subdivision. 

72. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended that the Upper Golden Valley 
SAP be retained on the land, and that the plan purpose and development standards for 
subdivision be modified to only prohibit subdivision where it required direct access to the 
Highland Lakes Road. 

 
The reasons included: 

• Upper Golden Valley is an area of rural residential land use, developed as a strip along the 
Highland Lakes Road; 

• that the Department of State Growth has historically expressed concern over the 
densification and  creation of additional access along this part of the Highland Lakes Road; 
and 

• as the part of the Rural Living Zone at Golden Valley outside the Upper Golden Valley SAP, 
gains access to the Highland Lakes Road from side roads with reasonable junctions to the 
Highland Lakes Road, that can be densified, densification should be provided for in the 
Upper Golden Valley SAP where direct access to Highland Lakes Road is not required. 

73. At the hearing, the Commission questioned why the justification for inclusion of the Upper 
Golden Valley SAP under section 32(4) detailed in the supporting report was no longer applicable 
and sought submissions on: 

• why the subdivision provisions where no longer relevant; and 

• why the proposed provisions are now appropriate and how the proposed provisions meet 
section 32(4) of the Act, and as far as practicable, are consistent with the regional 
strategy. 

74. At the hearing and in further submissions, the planning authority submitted that the 
recommended modifications were appropriate for reasons including: 

• the limitations on subdivision for Upper Golden Valley were based on an arbitrary 
threshold of approximately 10 minutes driving time to services and the potential demand 
for access to the Highland Lakes Road, a State Road; 

• the planning authority considered the amendments to the Act that amended the LPS 
criteria in section 34(2)(e) from ‘consistent with the regional strategy…’ to ‘as far as 
practicable, is consistent with the regional strategy..’ created a lesser test, and that 
providing for some subdivision was, as far as practicable, consistent with the regional 
strategy; 

• the planning authority view of the sustainability criteria in regional strategy action 
RSN-A26 has changed; 

• that the planning authority consider the previous arbitrary 10 minute cut off for drive 
time to services as now being an inconsequential difference to the areas approximately 
16 minutes driving time to Deloraine, and it is as far as practicable, consistent with 
reasonable proximity to existing settlements containing social services; 
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• the area is serviced by through roads along the Highland Lakes Road or Bogan/Gulf Road 
through the Liffey Valley in the event of bushfire evacuation; 

• the potential lot yield of 13 lots is a small increase in the potential 155 lot yield through 
the various Meander Valley zones and negligible in the context of the broader regional 
distribution of the zone, effectively being an augmentation of an existing developed zone 
that will not result in an oversupply of land; 

• the Lake Highway (Highland Lakes Road) has particular spatial qualities as a winding, 
higher speed road already subject to access fragmentation, warranting a restriction on 
the creation of new accesses; 

• the Lake Highway has economic qualities, in that the protection of State road Category 5 
from diminished function is important to the integrity of the State’s road and freight 
network; 

• the one factor that is important for the management of future densification is the 
potential fragmentation of the Highland Lakes Road by additional access points; and 

• despite the Department of State Growth retaining the power to refuse new accesses 
irrespective of a planning scheme provision, the concerns of the department that a 
planning scheme fosters an expectation of a new access are valid. 

Commission consideration 

75. The Commission notes that the planning authority submits that Highland Lakes Road has: 

• particular spatial qualities as a winding, higher speed road already subject to access 
fragmentation, that warrants a restriction on the creation of new accesses; 

• that the protection of State Category 5 roads from diminished function is important to the 
integrity of the State’s road and freight network which contribute significant economic 
benefit to the region and the State; and 

• the one factor that is important for the management of future densification is the 
potential fragmentation by additional access points. 

76. The Commission accepts the planning authority submissions that the particular spatial qualities 
of the access onto Highland Lakes Road require unique provisions and that the proposal is as far 
as practicable, consistent with the component of regional strategy action RSN-A26, in terms of 
proximity to existing settlements that contain social services. 

77. While the Commission accepts the planning authority submissions it considers that the particular 
spatial qualities and economic qualities of the Highland Lakes Road may be potentially impacted 
by increased use of existing accesses. 

78. The Commission notes that regional strategy action RSN-A26 requires consolidation and growth 
of rural residential areas to align with a range of matters (where relevant) including access to 
road infrastructure with capacity, and that advice on the capacity of the Tiers View Road junction 
with Highland Lakes Road, has not been provided. 
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79. The Commission considers that the modifications to the Upper Golden Valley SAP has a public 
interest as there may be impact on the property rights of landowners or occupiers of land 
subject to the Upper Golden Valley SAP or to the capacity of the Tiers View Road junction and 
Highland Lakes Road. 

Commission decision 

80. Modification: 

• Revise the plan purpose and MEA-S15.8.1 to provide for subdivision where it does not 
require access to Highland Lakes Road, as set out in Annexure A. 

81. Reason: 

• To implement particular spatial qualities of the specific area in the plan purpose and in 
the relevant provisions. 

• The Commission considers that the modifications are a substantial modification as there 
may be a public interest in the modifications. 

Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan – provisions 

82. Representations: TasNetworks (2) and Veris Australia for M Schrepfer (39). 

83. Veris requested the Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan (Travellers Rest SAP) be modified to: 

• provide for boundary adjustment, other than a minor boundary adjustment; and 

• reflect the interim planning scheme provisions of  site coverage of 30%, setback of 6m 
from a frontage and 5m for side boundaries, and building height of 8.5m. 

84. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended that the Travellers Rest Specific 
Area Plan be modified and proposed revised standards for site coverage, setback, building 
height, landscape protection and subdivision.  The planning authority considers the 
modifications appropriately reflect the unique and historical pattern of development at 
Travellers Rest, without unnecessarily triggering discretions for development.  

85. Following the directions hearing, the representor submitted they agreed with the modifications 
proposed by the planning authority. 

86. At the hearing, the Commission identified discrepancies in the language and terminology used 
between the purpose of the Travellers Rest SAP, objectives and modified standards, and sought a 
submission that provided modified standards that removed these discrepancies. 

87. The Commission questioned if the operation of the proposed standard MEA-S18.7.1 Landscape 
protection in the Travellers Rest SAP, the provisions of the Scenic Protection Code, and 
exemptions for vegetation removal in accordance with other Acts in clause 4.4.1, provided for 
the intended outcomes and sought a further submission on the proposed provisions. 

88. In a submission following the hearing, the planning authority provided revised standards, 
including additional plan purpose statements and local area objectives. 

89. At the hearing, TasNetworks submitted the provisions of the Landscape Conservation Zone and 
Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan would apply to the electricity transmission corridor and had the 
effect of applying provisions inconsistent with the intent of the Electricity Transmission 
Infrastructure Protection Code, such as the building height Acceptable Solution of 6m. 
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90. TasNetworks submitted that the Landscape Conservation Zone was not an appropriate zone for 
transmission corridors as, the SPP exemptions and need to maintain vegetation within the 
electricity transmission corridor would in most cases be inconsistent with the purpose of the 
zone to provide for the protection, conservation and management of landscape values. 

91. Following the hearing, TasNetworks submitted: 

• advice on the extent of use or development and works for electricity infrastructure that 
would not be exempt from requiring assessment under the Meander Valley draft LPS, 
Landscape Conservation Zone and Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan; and 

• a draft provision to be included in the Travellers Rest SAP to provide for development and 
works within electricity transmission corridors. 

92. The planning authority submitted minor revisions to the TasNetworks proposed provision. 

Commission consideration 

93. The Commission considers that the Landscape Conservation Zone is appropriately applied in 
accordance with Guideline No. 1. 

94. The Commission accepts the evidence of the representors and planning authority that the 
proposed provisions are consistent with and better implement the landscape and scenic qualities 
of Travellers Rest, while providing for the effective ongoing operation of electricity transmission 
infrastructure. 

95. The Commission considers that, for the purpose of section 32(4)(b) of the Act, the proposed 
modifications in the Travellers Rest SAP relate to the particular environmental and scenic 
qualities of the area that require the unique provisions. 

96. The Commission considers that the proposed modifications meet the remaining LPS criteria 
under section 34(2). 

97. The Commission notes: 

• there are a range of drafting revisions required to align with Practice Note 5 – Tasmanian 
Planning Scheme drafting conventions and Practice Note 8 - Draft LPS written document: 
technical advice; and 

• the proposed standard MEA-S18.7.3 P1.2 is uncertain in its application and requires 
revision to clarify the location of ‘no other suitable building areas’. 

Commission decision 

98. Modification: 

• Revise the provisions of MEA-S18.0 Travellers Rest Specific Area Plan to include additional 
plan purpose statements, Use Standards, Development Standards for Building and Works 
and Development Standards for subdivision, as set out in 
Annexure A. 

99. Reason: 

• To implement particular environmental and scenic qualities of the area into the plan 
purpose and in the relevant provisions. 

• The modifications sought by the representors and supported by the planning authority, 
warrant public exposure and the opportunity for further public scrutiny.  The scope of the 
SAP in the draft LPS will change substantially, when modified as proposed. 

Westbury Specific Area Plan 

100. Representations: D Pyke (10), A Harris for Blackhills Developments Pty Ltd (16), J Carins (17), PDA 
Surveyors (18), B Murray (19), S Hartam (20), M Cresswell (21), D Smink and M Cresswell (22), J 
Donaldson (23), and M Burns (24). 
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101. Some representors requested the Westbury Specific Area Plan (Westbury SAP) be modified to: 

• increase the Acceptable Solution minimum lot size to 1ha or larger; 

• prohibit double story dwellings; 

• maintain distances between neighbours; 

• protect hawthorn hedges from being cleared; 

• ensure the unformed and/or unsealed roads are retained, and not sealed;  

• limit the land at the south of the township to rural pursuits, such as, hobby farms, horse 
riding and dog walking; and 

• provide for equestrian interests. 

102. These representors submitted that the reasons for requesting these modifications was to 
preserve the character, heritage and scenic values of this part of Westbury. 

103. Other representors supported the exhibited lot sizes and associated subdivision provisions as it 
retained the provisions applicable under the existing interim planning scheme and there was a 
clear need and demand for lots of 5000m². 

104. In the section 35F report, in addition to modifications proposed for multiple dwellings in SAPs, 
the planning authority recommended that the Westbury SAP be modified to: 

• insert provisions for Building and Works for setback and for managing clearing of 
hawthorn hedges on boundaries; and 

• revise MEA-S11.8.1 Lot design to set a minimum Acceptable Solution lot size of 1ha and a 
minimum of 8000m² in the Performance Criterion. 

105. The section 35F report included draft standards for the above recommendations. 

106. The planning authority in recommending the modifications, noted: 

• the existing lot pattern is variable, but predominately 5000m², 1ha and 2ha;  

• review of the trends in residential land take-up showed rapid take-up and demand for 
5000m² to 1ha lots at the same rate with some demand for 2ha lots, with comparatively 
slower take-up; 

• the low density character of the area, based on representations, is in part due to the lot 
size and in part due to the retention of hawthorn hedges; 

• the hawthorn hedges do not have any current regulatory protection; and 

• it considers that a balance between the growth strategy and achieving the intended low 
density character can be achieved through modification to provisions in the Westbury 
SAP. 

107. At the hearing: 

• there was consensus from all representors that the hawthorn hedges are pivotal to 
character of the area and should be protected, broadly agreeing that providing for 
removal of hawthorn hedges only for access is appropriate;   

• the Commission advised that exemption provisions of the SPPs provide for clearing on a 
boundary with no qualification and the recommended modification as drafted would not 
be effective, as the SPPs do not provide for the LPS to override SPP exemptions; 

• representors noted that there are flooding issues in parts of Westbury; 

• representors reinforced that they did not want the gravel or unformed roads sealed, with 
the Commission and representors noting no proposed Westbury SAP standards 
considered road development; 
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• some representors suggested that infill/subdivision should be taken up closer to the town 
centre, or that areas south of Colonisation Row and Allotment Parade should not have a 
minimum lot size of 5000m²; 

• some representors considered the absolute minimum lot size of 8000m², in the 
recommended modifications by the planning authority to be unnecessarily restrictive and 
suggested that 5000m² or an area that allowed the average 2ha lot to be subdivided into 
3 lots would be more appropriate, where the subdivision did not adversely impact on the 
character and values of the area; and 

• the planning authority clarified the council position was not to further develop and 
maintain additional roads, there were provisions under the Low Density Residential Zone 
for development of roads and that any decision of council as a road authority to take over 
a road, fell outside of the Act. 

108. The planning authority further submitted: 

• a revised plan purpose, local area objectives and standard for lot design, in response to 
the issues raised by representors; 

• that standard MEA-S11.8.2 hawthorn hedgerows proposed in the section 35F report not 
be included, due to the operation of SPP exemptions; 

• that no parts of the Westbury SAP area display physical features, characteristics or 
patterns of development that warrant retaining the 5000m² Acceptable Solution lot size, 
as proposed in the exhibited draft LPS; 

• the particular social qualities of the land are not altered by the proposed subdivision 
provisions as they still provide for residential amenity on large lots; and 

• the Westbury SAP and provisions are consistent with regional strategy policies and 
actions RSN-P1 and P2, RSN-A1, A3, A5 and A6 as Westbury is a Rural Town with a 
settlement strategy to consolidate existing land use patterns and identify infill 
opportunities that complement and support the regional activity centre network. 

Commission consideration 

109. The Commission accepts the evidence of the representors and planning authority on the distinct 
qualities of the settlement pattern in the area and considers that the proposed modifications to 
provisions: 

• are for the purpose of maintaining the particular spatial qualities of the historic lot layout 
and pattern providing a progression from the village centre to the adjoining rural areas; 
and 

• are as far as practicable, consistent with the regional strategy. 

110. The Commission confirmed the provisions proposed by the planning authority in the section 35F 
report for the protection of hawthorn hedgerows, could not be included as drafted, as the SPPs 
do not provide for the LPS to override SPP exemptions. 

111. The Commission considers the proposed revisions to lot design standards, that have regard to 
screening and vegetation retention when assessing Discretionary lot design, do not override the 
SPP exemptions. 

112. The Commission considers that issues of maintaining unsealed roads, limiting further road 
sealing, providing for dog walking and equestrian interests, and prohibiting two story buildings, 
do not relate to the particular spatial qualities of the land, as evidenced by the issues raised at 
hearing, and as such, the Westbury SAP does not require unique provisions to address these 
issues. 

Commission decision 

113. Modification: 
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• Revise the MEA-S11.0 Westbury Specific Area Plan to provide for setback and lot design 
provisions consistent with the character of this part of Westbury, as set out in Annexure 
A. 

114. Reason: 

• To achieve the plan purpose and provide for the effective operation of the provisions. 

• The modifications sought by the representors and supported by the planning authority 
warrant public exposure and the opportunity for further public scrutiny.  The scope of the 
SAP in the draft LPS will change substantially if modified as proposed. 

Specific area plans – various - prohibition of multiple dwellings in the Low Density Residential Zone 

115. Representations: D Pyke (10), B Murray (19), and J Donaldson (23). 

116. The representors requested that multiple dwellings be prohibited in the Westbury Specific Area 
Plan (Westbury SAP). The reasons included that multiple dwellings were eroding the character of 
distance between dwellings on large lots and the locality’s unique features and values. 

117. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended that the Chudleigh, Davis Road, 
Deloraine, Elizabeth Town, Meander, Westbury and Pumicestone Ridge Specific Area Plans 
(Chudleigh, Davis Road, Deloraine, Elizabeth Town, Meander, Westbury and Pumicestone Ridge 
SAPs) be modified to prohibit multiple dwellings. 

118. The planning authority proposed to insert a Use Table in substitution for the Low Density 
Residential Zone – Clause 10.2 Use Table of the SPPs and add an additional qualification to the 
No Permit Required and Permitted Residential Use Class of ‘If not for multiple dwellings’.  The 
status and qualification of all other Use Classes in the Low Density Residential Zone was to 
remain unchanged. 

119. The reasons included: 

• There is no evidence there was a market for multiple dwellings in the Low Density 
Residential Zone, in comparison to urban zones; and 

• Clause 10.4.1 of the SPPs undermine the character of these areas and the intent of the 
SAP subdivision provision to control substantial separation between building areas.  
Clause 10.4.1 of the SPPs provides for the ability to achieve 1 dwelling per 2500m², which 
is considerably higher than the subdivision provisions in the SAPs. 

120. At the hearing, the planning authority submitted that prohibiting multiple dwellings closed a 
loophole in the intended outcome for applying the SAPs, which was in part to preserve the 
character of the areas. 

121. Following the hearing, the planning authority submitted further justification including: 

• prohibiting multiple dwellings in the Use Table was the simplest approach; 

• the existing lot arrangements in these settlements provides for subdivision at the 
preferred density, in a clear and uncomplicated manner; 

• there is likely to be little demand for multiple dwellings; and 

• the proposed modifications was consistent with the particular spatial qualities of large 
lots and visual character of separation between dwellings and multiple dwellings would 
be inconsistent with the purpose of the Chudleigh, Davis Road, Deloraine, Elizabeth Town, 
Meander, Westbury and Pumicestone Ridge SAPs. 

Commission consideration 

122. The Commission accepts the representors’ view that particular social benefits of the current use 
of the land, including the community expectation to maintain the existing residential amenity 
created by large separation between dwellings, could be eroded by providing for multiple 
dwellings. 
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123. The Commission considers that prohibiting multiple dwellings in the Use Table will achieve the 
effect intended by the plan purpose and maintain a significant social benefit for those parts of 
the municipal area that are excluded from the potential for higher density living in multiple 
dwellings.  

124. However, the Commission considers further drafting revisions are required to align with the 
drafting advice provided in Practice Note 8 - Draft LPS written document: technical advice. 

125. The Commission considers that prohibiting multiple dwellings may impact on the development 
potential of existing lots, which do not have lot arrangements suitable for subdivision. 

Commission decision 

126. Modification: 

• Revise the Use Tables of the following specific area plans to prohibit multiple dwellings, as 
set out in Annexure A: 

- MEA-S6.0 Chudleigh; 
- MEA-S7.0 Davis Road; 
- MEA-S8.0 Deloraine; 
- MEA-S9.0 Elizabeth Town; 
- MEA-S10.0 Meander; 
- MEA-S11.0 Westbury; and 
- MEA-S12.0 Pumicestone Ridge. 

127. Reason: 

• To remove inconsistencies with the plan purpose and provide for the effective operation 
of the provisions. 

• The Commission considers that the modifications are a substantial modification as there 
may be a public interest in the modifications. 

Specific Area Plan – proposed for Entally Lodge 

128. Representations: Woolcott Surveys for Entally Lodge Pty Ltd (27) and Meander Valley Council (8). 

129. The representors requested a new Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan (Entally Lodge SAP) apply to 
parts of 3 properties at Rutherglen.  The reasons included to provide for livable housing at a 
density higher than the density in the proposed General Residential rezoning of the site. 

130. Woolcott Surveys provided a proposed Entally Lodge SAP, including definition of livable housing, 
Use Table, Use Standards, Development Standards for Building and Works and Development 
Standards for Subdivision. 

131. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended the Entally Lodge SAP, submitted 
by Woolcott Surveys, be included in the Meander Valley LPS. The reasons included that: 

• the land is not agricultural land and the Entally Lodge SAP is not inconsistent with the 
State Policy for the Protection of Agricultural Land 2009; and 

• the Rutherglen/Entally Lodge site has particular spatial and social qualities that are a 
product of its location and the nature of the original ‘retirement village’ and tourism 
purposes of the community. 

132. At the hearing, the planning authority submitted residential use at this location should not be 
limited to livable housing, but would preferentially provide for a mix of livable and normal single 
and multiple dwelling options. 

133. Following the hearing, Woolcott Surveys and the planning authority provided further 
submissions on why the provisions of the SPP General Residential Zone were not sufficient to 
provide for the intended use and development, how the proposed Entally Lodge SAP meets the 
requirements of Section 32(4) of the Act, and the drafting of the Entally Lodge SAP. 
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134. Woolcott Surveys submitted: 

• that the SPP General Residential Zone does not specifically mention attracting social 
housing in its purpose and the No Permit Required for Single Dwellings does not achieve 
the social outcomes intended by the Entally Lodge SAP, further noting that the provisions 
of the zone can be worked within, if the Commission and planning authority agree the 
Entally Lodge SAP is unnecessary to achieve the social outcomes; 

• that the use and development relates to Hadspen as a part of the municipal area and use 
and development for livable housing provides a significant social benefit as it provides for 
a greater range of housing choice that is specifically aimed at retirees, persons with a 
disability or those wanting to reside in the one location though various life stages; and 

• a range of proposed revisions to the Entally Lodge SAP, that provide linkage between the 
purpose of the SAP to provide livable housing and the development standards. 

135. The planning authority submitted the proposed Entally Lodge SAP: 

• meets section 32(4) of the Act, as the proposal has a significant social benefit as it will 
contribute to delivering policy and actions for housing diversity and social inclusion; 

• is consistent with the objectives of the Act and as far as practicable, consistent with the 
regional strategy, particularly policies and actions for the regional settlement network 
and the regional activity centre network; 

• had a suitable access to road infrastructure; 

• would require contribution to services for sewer and water supply, as excess capacity did 
not exist; 

• had regard to the Meander Valley Council Community Strategic Plan 2014 – 2024, 
particularly future direction (1) – A sustainable natural and built environment; and 

• required further revisions to standards to clearly articulate the definition of livable 
housing and include standards for developer contribution to services. 

136. The planning authority clarified the developer contributions were only required for servicing 
where the use or development required connection to services. 

137. Woolcott Surveys and planning authority agreed minor revisions were required to the proposed 
Entally Lodge SAP to clarify: 

• other uses in the Residential Use Class were Discretionary; 

• the application of the infrastructure contribution standards; 

• the parking requirements contained within the definition of livable housing, to operate 
within a standard; and 

• the operation and intent of figure MEA-S22.1. 

Commission consideration 

138. The Commission accepts the Woolcott Surveys submission and finds that the proposed Entally 
Lodge SAP has significant social benefit to part of the municipal area, as the use and 
development for livable housing provides for a greater range of housing choice that is specifically 
aimed at retirees, those with impaired mobility or other specific housing needs. 

139. The Commission considers the proposed Entally Lodge SAP needs to be modified to meet 
technical requirements consistent with Commission Practice Note 5 – Tasmanian Planning 
Scheme drafting conventions and Practice Note 8 – Draft LPS written document: technical 
advice. 

Commission decision 

140. Modification: 
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• Revise the draft LPS to include the Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan, as set out in Annexure 
A. 

• Insert the Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan overlay on the draft LPS maps with the 
annotation MEA-S20.0 to the area consistent with Figure MEA-S20.1 in Annexure A. 

141. Reason: 

• The proposed Entally Lodge Specific Area Plan primarily relates to use and development 
of the land for livable housing that has a significant social benefit to part of the municipal 
area. 

• To meet the LPS requirements of the SPPs and the technical requirements of Practice 
Note 7 – Draft LPS mapping: technical advice. 

• The Commission considers that the modification is a substantial modification as there 
may be a public interest in the modification. 
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Specific Area Plan – proposed for Reedy Marsh 

142. Representations: The Environment Association Inc (14), A Woodward (30), and A Ricketts (32). 

143. The representors requested that a Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan (Reedy Marsh SAP) be applied 
to the Rural Living Zone at Reedy Marsh and should: 

• limit subdivision to 15ha, as: 

- the interim planning scheme sets a minimum lot size of 15ha;  

- the proposed lot size under Rural Living Zone D, would cause a 
significant loss of amenity, and would lead to clearing of threatened 
vegetation communities and habitat for threatened species, such as, the 
swift parrot; 

• not provide for subdivision to 10ha or even 8ha, as it was too small; 

• require front setbacks of 50m, as the 20m setback in the zone is inadequate in terms of 
privacy and would see the clearance of vegetation to the front boundary; 

• provide for a site coverage of 600m² or 800m², as this is more reasonable when the area 
of sheds and houses are considered in terms of the size of the lot; 

• prohibit forestry and plantation forestry, as there is no social licence for plantations and 
plantations degrade residential amenity; 

• make Visitor Accommodation a Discretionary Use Class, due to bushfire risk; 

• remove the standard requiring separation from the boundary of an Agricultural Zone or 
Rural Zone; and 

• that 3 additional properties should be included in the Rural Living Zone and Reedy Marsh 
SAP. 

144. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended: 

• no additional areas be included in the Rural Living Zone; 

• a Reedy Marsh SAP be included in the draft LPS;  

• the Reedy Marsh SAP apply provisions to setback from a frontage and retention of 
vegetation along the frontage; and 

• no changes to the Rural Living Zone provisions for use, site coverage, separation from the 
Agriculture Zone or Rural Zone, and lot size. 

145. The reasons included: 

• the representation did not identify the proposed additional Rural Living Zone properties; 

• it considered that the visual spatial qualities of the Rural Living Zone at Reedy Marsh, 
required unique provisions for setback from a frontage and retention of vegetation along 
a frontage to maintain the visual character of the area, consistent with section 32(4)(b) of 
the Act; and 

• it did not consider changes to the uses, site coverage, separation from other zones, or lot 
size, related to a purpose for including a Reedy Marsh SAP under section 32(4) of the Act. 
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146. At the hearing, the: 

• representor identified that the 3 lots proposed to be included in the Rural Living Zone at 
Reedy Marsh, were folios of the Register 121785/1 and 121785/2, and set out that these 
properties were adjoining the Rural Living Zone and had similar lot sizes and 
characteristics; 

• Commission noted the proposed additional properties did not contain a residence and 
clarified that there were 2 lots, with one bisected by a reserved road; 

• planning authority proposed that the 35m setback from a frontage provides for fire 
protection areas while retaining a portion of the frontage to remain in an unmodified 
vegetated state; 

• planning authority suggested the application of overlays, such as the bushfire-prone 
areas, waterways and coastal protection areas and priority vegetation areas, will limit the 
subdivision potential based on the characteristics on ground, and that these controls of 
lot size are more appropriate than a blunt  Acceptable Solution setting lot size at 15ha; 

• representor provided examples of where vegetation had been cleared to the frontage, or 
in their view inappropriately cleared and subdivided below 15ha; 

• planning authority reiterated its view that lot size would be in many cases be greater than 
10ha due to the operation of codes; and 

• representor contended the presence of the priority vegetation area, waterway and 
coastal protection area and bushfire-prone area overlay had limited application to 
subdivision. 

147. The planning authority also submitted the proposed Reedy Marsh SAP meets section 32(4) of the 
Act, for reasons including: 

• the residents value the particular visual amenity of the area, where development has a 
low degree of visibility; and 

• the area is characterised by large setbacks. 

Commission consideration 

148. The Commission accepts: 

• the representors’ and planning authority submissions that the Rural Living Zone at Reedy 
Marsh has particular spatial characteristics requiring unique provisions; and 

• the planning authority submission that the particular spatial characteristics of the area, do 
not relate to use, site coverage or separation of sensitive uses to the boundary of the 
Rural Zone or Agriculture zone. 

149. The Commission notes: 

• the Natural Assets Code and when land is within the waterway and coastal protection 
area or priority vegetation area in clauses C7.7.1 A1(e) and C7.7.2 A1(e) provide an 
Acceptable Solution for subdivision where it does not include any building area, bushfire 
hazard management areas or vehicle access within the overlays; and 

• all of the land at Reedy Marsh is within a bushfire-prone area overlay and clause C16.3.1 
A1 of the Bushfire-Prone Areas Code and future subdivision may require the identification 
of building areas and hazard management areas. 

150. The Commission considers that, as submitted by the planning authority, achievable lot size may 
in some cases be greater than the Acceptable Solution 10ha, due to the operation of the 
Bushfire-Prone Areas Code and Natural Assets Code.  However, the Commission notes 
alternatives to Acceptable Solutions or with the exercise of discretion under Performance 
Criteria provide for pathways for achieving 10ha (or smaller) lots. 
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151. The Commission accepts the evidence from the representor that part of the particular spatial 
qualities of the land is attributable to the lot size, regardless whether it is achieved through the 
operation of the Rural Living Zone Acceptable Solutions or a combination of the operation of 
provisions in the zone or codes. 

152. The Commission notes regional strategy actions RSN-A22 and RSN-A23 set out: 

• target growth to preferred areas based on local strategy and consolidation of existing land 
use patterns; and 

• planning scheme provisions must specifically enable subdivision opportunities in 
preferred areas by setting minimum lot sizes based on locality. 

153. Further regional strategy action RSN-A26 sets out ‘consolidation and growth of rural residential 
areas is to be directed to areas identified in a local strategy, that align with the following…’.  The 
Commission considers that being as far as practicable, consistent with RSN-A26 is necessary to 
determine if Reedy Marsh is a preferred area for consolidation and growth, compared to the 
current potential subdivision potential. 

154. The Commission considers that no information before the Commission or local strategy provides 
evidence that the Rural Living Zone at Reedy Marsh is a preferred area for growth through 
intensification. 

155. The Commission prefers the submission of the representor that a 15ha Acceptable Solution lot 
size, contributes to the particular spatial qualities of the area, requiring unique provisions. 

156. The Commission prefers the submission of the planning authority that a 35m setback from a 
frontage provides for fire protection areas while retaining a portion of the frontage to remain in 
an unmodified vegetated state, contributes to the particular spatial qualities of the area, 
requiring unique provisions. 

157. The Commission considers that there is also insufficient evidence to support the inclusion of 
additional lots in the Rural Living Zone at Reedy Marsh. 

158. The Commission notes no land owners from the Rural Living Zone at Reedy Marsh have made a 
representation or attended hearings. 

Commission decision 

159. Modification: 

• Revise the draft LPS to include a Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan set out in Annexure A; 
and 

• Insert the Reedy Marsh Specific Area Plan to all of the Rural Living Zone at Reedy Marsh 
on the draft LPS overlay maps with the annotation MEA-S14.0. 

160. Reasons: 

• The land within the Rural Living Zone at Reedy Marsh has particular spatial qualities that 
require unique provisions. 

• To meet the LPS requirements of the SPPs and the technical requirements of Practice 
Note 7 – Draft LPS mapping: technical advice. 

• The Commission considers that the modifications are a substantial modification as there 
may be a public interest in the modifications. 

Specific Area Plans - Pumicestone Ridge and Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plans - electricity 
infrastructure subdivision provisions 

161. Representation: TasNetworks (2). 

162. The representor requested that Pumicestone Ridge and Upper Golden Valley Specific Area Plans 
(Pumicestone Ridge and Upper Golden Valley SAPs) should provide for subdivision for the 
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provision of Utilities as an Acceptable Solution to be consistent with the SPP consideration of 
subdivision for the provision of Utilities. 

163. In the section 35F report, the planning authority recommended that: 

• specific area plans (SAPs) that are not transitioning, should be revised to provide for 
subdivision for the provision of Utilities as an Acceptable Solution. 

164. The planning authority submitted it was not intended for most SAPs to exclude subdivision for 
Utilities. 

Commission consideration 

165. The Commission notes the planning authority and TasNetworks agreement, excluding for 
Westbury Road SAP, that subdivision for the provision of Utilities, should be an Acceptable 
Solution and further notes the planning authority advice that the outcome of requiring a 
discretionary application was not an intended. 

166. As such the Commission considers that these SAPs should also be modified to include these 
provisions. 

Commission decision 

167. Modification: 

• Revise the MEA-S12.0 Pumicestone Ridge Specific Area Plan and MEA-S15.0 Upper Golden 
Valley Specific Area Plan, to include an Acceptable Solution for subdivision for Utilities, or 
where required for public use by the Crown, a council or State authority. 

168. Reason: 

• To achieve the effect intended by the purpose and objectives of the Pumicestone Ridge 
and Upper Golden Valley SAP. 

• The modifications sought by the representors and supported by the planning authority, 
warrant public exposure and the opportunity for further public scrutiny.  The scope of the 
Pumicestone Ridge and Upper Golden Valley SAP in the draft LPS will change 
substantially, when modified as proposed. 

Natural Assets Code – Reedy Marsh 

169. Representation: The Environment Association Inc (14). 

170. The representor noted what it considered deficiencies in the application of the priority 
vegetation area overlay, including where threatened vegetation communities existed, but were 
not mapped. 

171. In the section 35F report the planning authority considered that the issues raised related to the 
SPPs and considered the matters within their notice to the Commission under section 35G of the 
Act. 

172. At the hearing: 

• the representor clarified that there were several areas of the threatened vegetation 
community Eucalyptus ovata forest on sites at Reedy Marsh; and 

• the planning authority submitted it would need evidence from a suitably qualified person 
to support any modification to the overlay, to meet the LPS requirements of the SPPs.  

173. Following the hearing the representor submitted a report by Philip Cullen, a suitably qualified 
person, identifying Eucalyptus ovata forest on several properties at Wadleys Road, Reedy Marsh 
and one property at Brushy Rivulet, Kellys Road, Reedy Marsh. 

174. The planning authority further submitted that it: 
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• noted the absence of site verification in the development of the priority vegetation area 
overlay, meaning it would reflect inaccuracies in base datasets required to be used to 
produce the overlay; and 

• did not question the conclusions of Mr Cullen; however, it did not support the inclusion of 
these new areas due to concerns about the study not considering the condition of the 
vegetation community and that the full extent of the identified areas had not been 
informed by accessing the lots. 

Commission consideration 

175. The Commission considers that Philip Cullen is a suitably qualified person for the purposes of 
identifying and mapping threatened vegetation communities. 

176. The Commission, in the absence of a contending view of the extent of the Eucalyptus ovata 
forest from another suitably qualified person, considers the priority vegetation area and extent 
identified in the report by Philip Cullen is consistent with the LPS requirements of the SPPs. 

177. The Commission notes the proposed changes warrant public exposure and opportunity for 
comment from affected landowners and occupiers. 

Commission decision 

178. Modification: 

• Revise the priority vegetation area overlay to include land within folios of the Register 
137648/1, 122547/1 and 122546/1, and adjoining Crown land, as identified in the report 
by Philip Cullen dated 4 July 2019, in The Environment Association Inc submission dated 5 
July 2019. 

179. Reason: 

• To implement the priority vegetation area overlay consistent with the LPS requirements 
of the SPPs. 

• The Commission considers that the modifications are a substantial modification as there 
may be a public interest in the modifications. 
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Other matters  

Matters of a technical nature or relevant to implementation - substantially modified SAPs 

180. The Commission notes the draft LPS contains matters that are relevant to section 35J(2) of the 
Act: 

• minor numbering and typographical errors in the draft LPS; 

• instances where the draft LPS, or proposed modifications, do not apply the writing style 
and conventions set out in Practice Note 5: Tasmanian Planning Scheme drafting 
conventions or Practice Note 8: Draft LPS written document - technical advice; 

• instances where the draft LPS zone and overlay maps or Geographic Information System 
(GIS) datasets contain overlaps, gaps and errors, or do not apply the technical advice or 
conventions set out in Practice Note 7 - Draft LPS mapping; technical advice; and 

• instances where a modification to the draft LPS written document or draft LPS maps and 
overlays requires a consequent modification to the other. 

Commission consideration 

181. The Commission considers that the draft LPS should minimise numbering and typographical 
errors and be consistent with the conventions set out in the Commission practice notes. 

182. Modification: 

• Revise the draft LPS to include the technical modifications identified in Annexure A of 
Attachment 2 to: 

- meet the LPS requirements of the SPPs; 
- correct references to relevant provisions; 
- provide for the effective operation of the provisions; and 
- reflect the terminology used in the SPPs; and 

• Revise the draft LPS zone and overlay maps to: 

- reflect modifications consequential to modifications made to the draft LPS written 
document, such as deletion of local area objectives. 

183. Reason: 

• To make modifications of a technical nature or relevant to the implementation of the 
Local Provisions Schedule if the Local Provisions Schedule were approved under section 
35L of the Act. 

The modifications warrant public exposure and the opportunity for further public scrutiny. 
The scope of the SAPs in the draft LPS will change substantially, when modified as proposed. 
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